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Abstract
Over the past few years, wireless communication needs have experienced continuous growth.
There is now a great demand for more sophisticated infrastructure to cope with the fifth gen-
eration and beyond (5G+) systems. 5G+ systems promise to provide better real-time services,
more efficient spectrum utilization, increased energy efficiency, and enhanced coverage. 5G+
systems are expected to adopt several adaptations in their network architecture, construction,
and deployment. The integration of Network Flying Platforms (NFPs) with 5G+ capabilities
will allow much higher connectivity, lower latency, and quicker transfer of high-precision data.
This aggregation of 5G+ networks and NFPs is robust, paving the way to the introduction of
many new capabilities and improvements in wireless applications.
Resource allocation in wireless communication systems is one of the most critical issues when
it comes to utilizing systems efficiently. In 5G+ cellular technology, the main research focus is
on spectral efficiency, network throughput, and communication delays. Furthermore, this focus
will continue to the next generation cellular systems. To support the communication of various
internet of things (IoT) devices, especially unmanned aerial drones and balloons, next-generation
cellular systems (5G+) will play a vital role. However, resource allocation will be a significant
determinant in the effective use of such communications. Increasing network capacity while
minimizing interference will be a significant research challenge. A different level of Quality of
Service (QoS) for individual user levels will also need to be satisfied.
In this thesis, NFPs as aerial hubs are considered in future 5G+ networks to provide fronthaul
connectivity to small cells (SCs)/ user equipment (UE). This thesis has different objectives. The
first objective is to find the near optimal association between the NFPs and SCs to maximize
the total sum rate subject to QoS, bandwidth, and the supported number of links constraints.
The second objective is to study the association problem of SCs with NFPs in order to minimize
the system interference while taking into consideration the number of NFP links, the NFP’s
maximum bandwidth, and the target data rate. The final objective is to deploy multiple UAVs
for serving a group of UEs on the ground to maximize the total uploaded rate among all UEs by
jointly optimizing the UAVs-UEs association, the UEs transmit power, and the UAVs trajectory.
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1.1 Background and Motivation
The key drivers of conventional cellular systems, such as the fourth-generation (4G) of
cellular systems and their predecessors, were designed to bear the challenges and per-
formance of the human-centric applications, such as voice calls and mobile broadband
connectivity. 4G was capable of providing high-speed connectivity to a specified number
of users.
Fifth-generation (5G) was derived based on addressing the problems of the previous
generations along with the purpose of providing connectivity for machine-centric applica-
tions. Thus, the core requirements for fifth-generation and beyond (5G+) are Enhanced
mobile broadband (eMBB), ultra rate low latency communication (URLLCs), and massive
machine-type communication (mMTC). The key-driven of 5G and 5G+ is the intelligence
and the industrial revolution. Hence, the core requirements for 5G+ are the service
classes of ubiquitous mobile ultra-broadband (uMUB), ultra high-speed-with-low-latency
communications (uHSLLC), and ultra high data density (uHDD). While uMUB enables
5G+ systems to deliver any required performance within the space-aerial-terrestrial-sea
area, uHSLLC provides ultra high speed with low latency communication, and uHDD
meets the data density and high-reliability requirements [1].
1
5G+ cellular networks are anticipated to fulfill the presumptions and challenges of the
near future and meet high-end user requirements. Thus, 5G+ networks are expected to
bring extremely efficient mobile Internet, and better optimized networks, by capitalizing
the ability to transfer large amounts of data with exceptional speed. 5G+ is predicted to
increase the number of connected devices, and the network coverage, as well as increase
their availability. There will also be significant enhancement in the battery life for low
power devices, and a reduction of the energy consumed by network. New technologies are
therefore necessary towards the realization of these goals [2].
The key technologies that can be used in 5G+ wireless systems to satisfy the expected
performance are massive multiple-input and multiple-output (mMIMO), device to device
communication, spectrum sharing with cognitive radio, ultra dense networks, multi-radio
access technology, full duplex communication, millimeter wave communication, energy
harvesting communication and cloud technologies [3, 4]. Fiber has been used for fron-
thaul links in the previous cellular networks; however, it has disadvantages including high
cost and the need to minimize time-to-market [5, 6]. On the other hand, free-space op-
tical (FSO)/microwave links are cost-effective, easy to deploy and carry traffic for small
cell (SCs) from the core network. Unfortunately, FSO/microwave systems lead to less
coverage due to short-range communication, and are affected by any obstacles or animals
in the environment, consequently hindering transmission. Furthermore, FSO is affected
by weather such as rain, snow, and fog. In contrast to fiber and FSO, network flying
platforms (NFPs), such as (unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs)), drones, and unmanned
balloons are cost-effective and scalable.
The use of NFP is rapidly growing. NFPs are functional, reliable, and affordable,
and as a result, NFP-based solutions for new markets have started becoming more and
more competitive. The previous features make it possible to widely deploy NFPs, such
as drones, small aircrafts, balloons, and airships, for wireless communication purposes
[7, 8, 9, 10].
2
NFPs are capable of hovering at an altitude ranging from a few hundred meters to
about 20 km to mitigate unfavorable weather conditions [11], which cannot be achieved
using a fixed FSO/microwave. In terms of communication, NFPs can be used as flying
aerial base stations to support the connectivity of existing terrestrial wireless networks.
Compared to terrestrial base stations, NFPs are able to avoid obstacles, adjust their
location (including relative altitude), and enhance the solidification of the probability of
line-of-sight (LoS) communication links to ground users. Moreover, NFPs have attracted
industrial and academic attention during the past couple of years [12, 13] as candidate
solutions to support the coverage of dense networks.
Due to the UAVs mobility, flexibility, and ability of adapting their altitude, the advan-
tage of using UAVs as flying base stations (BSs) compared to conventional/terrestrial base
stations, is the ability of UAVs to avoid obstacles and enhance the capability of estab-
lishing LoS communication links to ground users. Therefore, UAV base stations equipped
with existing terrestrial cellular systems can effectively provide additional capacity for
urban areas and network coverage in hard-to-reach rural areas.
In the one hand, NFPs can be used as BSs that provide power-efficient, cost-effective,
reliable on-demand wireless connectivity for ground users as alternative future technol-
ogy. NFPs as BSs can be used for the dynamic network, deploying network quickly in
emergency, or temporarily provide coverage for an area. On the other hand, NFPs can
act as flying user equipment (UE). For instance, an NFP equipped with necessary sensors
can be a cost-efficient solution for surveillance, inspection, and delivery.
NFPs can be used in Internet of things (IoT) applications where the devices have small
transmit power and are able to communicate over a short range. Thus, UAVs can be used
as wireless relays to improve the connectivity and coverage of the ground wireless devices
[14, 15, 16, 17]. Moreover, building a complete cellular infrastructure in some regions and
countries can be very expensive; therefore; deploying UAVs, instead of expensive towers
and infrastructure deployment, is highly advantageous.
3
1.2 Objectives and Contributions of the Thesis
The main objective of this thesis is to efficiently utilize NFPs as flying aerial base stations
to support the connectivity of existing terrestrial wireless networks in future cellular sys-
tems, such as 5G+ systems. This thesis addresses some of the main challenges of utilizing
the NFPs in cellular systems. In addition, it proposes new solutions and enhancements
for achieving better communication system. The main contributions of the thesis can be
summarized as follows:
1. Near-Optimal resource allocation algorithms for 5G+ cellular networks. A heteroge-
neous network that consists of SCs, NFPs, and the ground core network was studied
along with the association problem between NFPs with SCs to maximize the network
total sum rate. Two algorithms (centralized and distributed) are proposed, where
each NFP is associated with one or more SCs, while ensuring that necessary quality-
of-service (QoS) requirements are met. Thus, a centralized resource allocation is
designed based on a weighted bipartite matching algorithm (Hungarian algorithm)
to find the best association between NFPs and SCs that maximizes the system’s
total sum rate subject to QoS constraints (the SINR). Moreover, a distributed al-
gorithm based on a stable marriage matching scheme is designed to maximize the
total sum rate, while requiring only local information of NFPs and SCs, subject to
QoS constraints.
2. Interference minimization algorithms for 5G+ systems. An ultra-dense SCs network
is an approach to serve 5G+ systems requirements including higher data rate, energy
efficiency, and spectrum utilization. However, this large number of SCs will increase
the overall system interference. Therefore, achieving a target data rate with minimal
total system interference is an important research problem.
The research community has addressed several 5G+ issues, such as the total sum
rate, total consumed power and coverage. However, the interference minimization
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issue was often overlooked. 5G+ systems need to provide high data rates for an
ultra-dense network of SCs along with low interference and widespread coverage.
Interference minimization is an important research problem in the 5G+ systems.
3. Studying a multi-UAV enabled wireless communication system, where multiple UAVs
are operated to serve a group of UEs on the ground, with the goal of maximizing
the total uploaded rate among all UEs by jointly optimizing the UAVs-UEs associ-
ation, the UEs transmit power control, and the UAVs trajectory in a given period
of time. Two scenarios are considered, namely, offline and online. In the offline
scenario, we propose an iterative algorithm to optimize the UAVs-UEs association
using a modified Hungarian algorithm. Next, the UEs transmit power is optimized
using a logarithmic approximation and the Lagrange equation. Finally, the UAVs
trajectory is optimized using the UAVs trajectory in an interior-point algorithm al-
ternately over all the time slots. However, in the online scenario, we assume fixed
transmit power of UEs and find closed-form expressions of the optimal UAVs-UEs
associations. The simulation results show that the performance of the online solution
approaches its counterpart of offline solution with lower computational complexity.
1.3 Thesis Outline
The structure of the thesis is organized as follows:
Chapter 2 introduces some relevant background on NFPs. In particular, the NFPs
classifications are explained. Then, the wireless networking with NFPs is elucidated.
After that, the research tools are introduced.
Chapter 3 considers resource allocations for SCs with NFPs in order to maximize the
system total sum rate subject to QoS. An introduction, followed by the related work are
presented. Then, chapter 3 presents the system model and problem formulation. After
that, chapter 3 talks about an existing work and proposes better solutions. The proposed
solutions time and message are analysed. The performance of the proposed solutions is
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presented. Finally, chapter 3 provides a brief conclusion.
Chapter 4 presents the interference minimizing algorithms for 5G+ while satisfying a
minimum data rate target. In this regard, in chapter 4 the introduction and prior research
and the contributions of the research are discussed. After that, chapter 4 proposes the
system model and the problem formulation. Then, the proposed solutions are illustrated.
The following section evaluated and presented the complexity performance of the proposed
solutions. After that, the proposed system performance evaluation is exhibited. Finally,
the conclusion of chapter 4 is presented.
Chapter 5 discuss the multi-UAV enabled wireless networks user association and power
allocation with trajectory optimization. Chapter 5 starts with an introduction. After that,
the used system model is presented and the problem of maximizing the total uploaded
rate for a multi-UAV enabled wireless network is formulated. Then, two efficient iterative
algorithms are proposed to solve the “offline” and “online” scenarios. In addition, nu-
merical results are presented to demonstrate the performance of the proposed algorithms.
Finally, we conclude chapter 5.
In Chapter 6, we introduce a summary of our investigation and work conclusions. We
also put forward number of remaining future research challenges that we did not solve
yet.
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2.1 Global vs Local Optimal Solution
A global optimum is the minimum or maximum of the objective function for the entire
input search space. A local optimal solution is the minimum or maximum of the objective
function for a given region of the input space. An objective function may have many local
optimal solution. However, it can have a single global optimal solution.
In fact, every local optimal solution is globally optimal in convex optimization. This
is not true with non-convex optimization in general. For an optimization problem to be
convex, the objective function to be minimized (maximized) and the inequality constraint
functions should be convex (concave), and the equality constraint functions should be
affine. Generally, the optimal solution for the non-convex optimization problems are hard
to find, and there may exist many local optimal solutions which are not global optimal.
It is theoretically and practically difficult to check whether a given local optimal solution
is globally optimal, and this prevents the development of efficient solution methods [18].
2.2 Integer Linear Programming (ILP)
Integer Linear Programming (integer linear program (ILP)) is a mathematical optimiza-
tion technique that be used to describe a large number of optimization problems. ILP
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models have two parts: a cost function and a set of constraints. Both the cost function
and the constraints are a linear function of integer.
ILP is a variant of linear programming (LP). In LP, the variables can take any real
values not only an integer values. ILP and LP models can be solved optimally. Regret-
tably, ILP is NP-complete and it’s take up to an exponential execution times in worst
case. Therefore, ILP technique is useful for solving the optimization problems. Thus, the
execution times depend on the number of variables and on the number and structure of




subject to Ax ≤ b,
x ≥ 0,
where A is m×n matrix , c is n-dimensional row vector, b is m-dimensional column vector,
and x n-dimensional column vector of unknown variables. If some but not all variables x
are integer, we have a mixed integer linear program (MILP). If all variables are integer,
we have an ILP.
There are different algorithms use to solve ILP, such as cutting plane methods which
first solves the LP relaxation, after that adds linear constraints to find the integer solution
without missing any integer feasible points [20]. Another algorithm uses to solve ILP is the
branch and bound method. Branch and bound algorithms more beneficial than cutting
plan method, since it can be ended early when at least one feasible integral solution is
found [21, 22]. Moreover, branch and bound methods can return optimal solutions.
To understand the ILP, consider in the following example of formulating an ILP prob-
lem.
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2.2.1 Integer Linear Program Example
Consider the example of a manufacturer of babies feed who is producing food mix for
babies. The food mix contains two active ingredients and water. Each one kg of the food
mix should include a minimum quantity of each of the four nutrients shown in Table 2.1:
Table 2.1: The Nutrients
Nutrients A B C D
gram 90 50 20 2
The ingredients nutrient values and costs are shown in Table 2.2. Therefore, what is
Table 2.2: The Ingredients Values and Costs
A B C D Cost/kg
Ingredient 1 100 80 40 10 40
Ingredient 2 200 150 20 - 60
the amounts of active ingredients and water in one kg of food mix?
• Mixing problem Variables
To solve this problem each food mix kilogram is made up of three parts - ingredient
1, ingredient 2 and water, therefore, x1 = amount (in kg) of ingredient 1 in one kg of
food mix, x2 = amount (in kg) of ingredient 2 in one kg of food mix, x3 = amount
(in kg) of water in one kg of food mix, where x1 >= 0, x2 >= 0 and x3 >= 0.
• Objective “minimize the cost”
minimise 40x1 + 60x2
• Constraints
1. Balancing constraint x1 + x2 + x3 = 1
2. Nutrients constraints
100x1 + 200x2 ≥ 90 (Nutrients A)
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80x1 + 150x2 ≥ 50 (Nutrients B)
40x1 + 20x2 ≥ 20 (Nutrients C)
10x1 ≥ 2 (Nutrients D)
3. Additional conditions
(a) If we use any of ingredient 2 we incur a fixed cost of 15
(b) We need to satisfy three of the nutrients constraints
These new two constraints give the complete MILP formulation of the problem.
• Mixing problem formulation
To deal with the condition that if x2 ≥ 0 we incur a fixed cost of 15, we have
introducing a zero-one variable y defined by
y =

1, if x2 ≥ 0,
0, Otherwise,
and add a term +15y to the objective function and add the additional constraint
x2 ≤[largest value x2 can take]y.
We can see that x2 can never be greater than one, therefore, the additional constraint
is x2 ≤ y.
To deal with the condition that we need only satisfy three of the four nutrients con-
straints we introduce four zero-one variables zi, i ∈ 1, 2, 3, 4 where
zi =

1, if nutrients constraint i ∈ 1, 2, 3, 4 is satisfied,
0, Otherwise,
and add the constraint
z1 + z2 + z3 + z4 ≥ 3.
Then, change the nutrients constraints to be:
100x1 + 200x2 ≥ 90z1,
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80x1 + 150x2 ≥ 50z2,
40x1 + 20x2 ≥ 20z3,
10x1 ≥ 2z4.
If a zi = 1 then the constraint becomes the original nutrients constraint which needs
to be satisfied. However, if zi = 0 then the original nutrient constraint becomes
greater than or equal to zero, which is always true and so can be neglected. Hence,
the complete problem formulation of the problem is given by
Objective: min 40x1 + 60x2 + 15y,
subject to x1 + x2 + x3 = 1,
100x1 + 200x2 ≥ 90z1,
80x1 + 150x2 ≥ 50z2,
40x1 + 20x2 ≥ 20z3,
10x1 ≥ 2z4,
z1 + z2 + z3 + z4 ≥ 3,
x2 6 y,
zi ∈ 0, 1, i ∈ 1, 2, 3, 4,
y ∈ 0, 1,
xi ≥ 0, i ∈ 1, 2, 3, 4.
2.3 Local Search
Local search is a heuristic solution for finding a locally optimal solution to the optimiza-
tion problems. Local search algorithm tries to find improved solutions by considering
perturbations “neighbors” of the current solution.
The local search algorithm’s main idea is to start with an initial solution and move from
neighbor to neighbor solution as long as the neighbor solution is better. The neighborhood
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relation should be defined on the search space. Normally, every expected solution has
more than one neighbor solution; therefore, the information about the solutions in the
neighborhood of the current one is used to choose which neighbor solution to move to.
The local search solver tries to move to every neighbor to the current solution and
picks the best accepted neighbor as the next solution. The algorithm stops either when
it finds a global optimal solution, in this case the problem is solved, or if all neighboring
solution is worse than the current solution, then the current solution is locally optimal.
In the latter case the algorithm may be restarted from a different initial random feasible
point [23, 24].
2.4 Hungarian Algorithm
Hungarian algorithm is a combinatorial optimization algorithm, where it has been used
to solve the assignment problem in polynomial time to find maximum-weight matching
[25]. The Hungarian algorithm consists of four steps. The first two steps are executed one
time, while steps 3 and 4 are repeated until an optimal assignment is found. The input
of the algorithm is an n× n square matrix with a non-negative elements.
1. Subtract row minima: for each row, find the lowest element and subtract it from
each element in that row.
2. Subtract column minima: similarly, for each column, find the lowest element and
subtract it from each element in that column.
3. Cover all zeros with a minimum number of lines: cover all zeros in the resulting
matrix using a minimum number of horizontal and vertical lines. If n lines are
required, an optimal assignment exists among the zeros. The algorithm stops. If
less than n lines are required, continue with the next step.
4. Create additional zeros: find the smallest element (call it k) that is not covered by
a line in step 3. Subtract k from all uncovered elements, and add k to all elements
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that are covered twice.
Note that for an input of n × n square matrix the Hungarian algorithm is an optimal
one to one matching algorithm, and its worst computational complexity is O(n3). To
understand the Hungarian algorithm, consider the numerical example in the the following
subsection.
2.4.1 Hungarian Algorithm Example
We consider an example where four jobs (J1, J2, J3, J4) need to be executed by four workers
(W1,W2,W3,W4), as one job per worker. The matrix below shows the cost of assigning
a certain worker to a certain job. This problem objective is to minimize the total cost of
the jobs-workers assignment.
J1 J2 J3 J4
W1 82 83 69 92
W2 77 37 49 92
W3 11 69 5 86
W4 8 9 98 23
The following steps explain the Hungarian algorithm using this example.
• Step 1: subtract row minima. We start with subtracting the row minimum element
from each row. The smallest element in the first row is 69. Therefore, we subtract
69 from each element in the first row. The resulting matrix is
J1 J2 J3 J4
W1 13 14 0 23
W2 40 0 12 55
W3 6 64 0 81
W4 0 1 90 15
• Step 2: subtract column minima. Same as step 1, we subtract the column minimum
element from each column, which giving the following matrix
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J1 J2 J3 J4
W1 13 14 0 8
W2 40 0 12 40
W3 6 64 0 66
W4 0 1 90 0
• Step 3: cover all zeros with a minimum number of lines. Determine the minimum
number of lines (horizontal or vertical) that are required to cover all zeros in the
matrix. In this example all zeros can be covered using 3 lines
J1 J2 J3 J4
W1 13 14 0 8
W2 40 0 12 40
W3 6 64 0 66
W4 0 1 90 0
Since the required number of covering line is less than the size of the matrix ( 3
covering lines < n=4), we continue with step 4.
• Step 4: create additional zeros. Start by finding the smallest uncovered number
which is 6. Then, subtract this number from all uncovered elements and add it to
all elements, which lie at the intersection of two lines. Thus, we obtain another
reduced matrix as follows repeat Step 3.
J1 J2 J3 J4
W1 7 8 0 2
W2 40 0 18 40
W3 0 58 0 60
W4 0 1 96 0
• Step 3: cover all zeros with a minimum number of lines. Again, We determine the
minimum number of lines required to cover all zeros in the matrix.
Since the required number of covering lines (4) equals to the size of the matrix (n=4),
an optimal jobs-workers assignment is among the zeros in the matrix. Therefore,
the algorithm stops.
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J1 J2 J3 J4
W1 7 8 0 2
W2 40 0 18 40
W3 0 58 0 60
W4 0 1 96 0
• The optimal assignment. The following zeros cover an optimal assignment:
J1 J2 J3 J4
W1 7 8 0 2
W2 40 0 18 40
W3 0 58 0 60
W4 0 1 96 0
This corresponds to the following optimal assignment in the original cost matrix:
J1 J2 J3 J4
W1 82 83 69 92
W2 77 37 49 92
W3 11 69 5 86
W4 8 9 98 23
Thus, worker 1 should perform job 3, worker 2 job 2, worker 3 job 1, and worker 4
should perform job 4. The total cost of this optimal assignment is 69+37+11+23 =
140.
2.5 Gale–Shapley Algorithm (Stable Marriage Problem)
The stable marriage problem is the problem of finding the preferable match for each
element of two equally sized sets. The matching is different from the elements of one set
to the elements of the other set. the Gale–Shapley algorithm is an algorithm for solving
the stable matching problem.
To understand Gale–Shapley algorithm, suppose that we have two equally sized sets
of men and women and each one of them looking for his/her best match. Thus, the
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Gale–Shapley algorithm comprises a number of repeated steps
1. Each un-engaged man proposes to the woman he prefers most, then the woman
replies “maybe” to her most prefers man and “no” to all other men. Therefore, she
will be engaged to her most prefers man so far, and that man is likewise engaged to
her.
2. Each un-engaged man proposes to the most-preferred woman whom he has not yet
proposed (regardless of whether the woman is already engaged). Then, each woman
replies “maybe” if she is not engaged or if she prefers this man more than her current
partner (thus, she rejects her current partner and he becomes un-engaged).
3. This process is repeated until everyone is engaged.
The computational complexity of this algorithm is O(n2) where n is the number of
men or women [26]. To understand the Gale–Shapley algorithm, consider the numerical
example in the the following subsection.
2.5.1 Gale–Shapley Algorithm Example
Consider the problem of matching 4 men with 4 women. Each man has an ordered
preference list of the 4 women, and each woman has a similar list of the 4 men.
Member Preferable list
M1 W1 W2 W3 W4
M2 W2 W1 W4 W3
M3 W2 W3 W4 W1
M4 W3 W1 W4 W2
W1 M1 M3 M4 M2
W2 M1 M2 M3 M4
W3 M1 M2 M3 M4
W4 M4 M3 M2 M1
• Step 1: Since M1 is the first free man, M1 browse through his women preference list.
He find that his first choice W1 is still free. So M1 and W1 get engaged.
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Member Preference list
M1 W1 W2 W3 W4
M2 W2 W1 W4 W3
M3 W2 W3 W4 W1
M4 W3 W1 W4 W2
W1 M1 M3 M4 M2
W2 M1 M2 M3 M4
W3 M1 M2 M3 M4
W4 M4 M3 M2 M1
• Step 2: Next free man is M2. M2 go through his preferences list. He find that his
most preference is W2 who still free. Therefore, M2 and W2 get engaged.
Member Preference list
M1 W1 W2 W3 W4
M2 W2 W1 W4 W3
M3 W2 W3 W4 W1
M4 W3 W1 W4 W2
W1 M1 M3 M4 M2
W2 M1 M2 M3 M4
W3 M1 M2 M3 M4
W4 M4 M3 M2 M1
• Step 3: The next free man is M3. M3 first preference is W2 who is engaged. To
resolve this, W2 go through the her preferences. W2 prefers M1, who is already
engaged to another woman. Then, W2 is already engaged to M2 and prefers M2
more than M3. Therefore, M3 check the next woman in his preference list. He find
that W3 is the next one. Note that W3 is free so M3 and W3 get engaged.
Member Preference list
M1 W1 W2 W3 W4
M2 W2 W1 W4 W3
M3 W2 W3 W4 W1
M4 W3 W1 W4 W2
W1 M1 M3 M4 M2
W2 M1 M2 M3 M4
W3 M1 M2 M3 M4
W4 M4 M3 M2 M1
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• Step 4: The last free man is man 4. His preferences is W3 who is engaged and prefers
her partner more than M4. Then, M4 check his next preferred who is W1. W1 is
also engaged and prefers her partner. Therefore, M4 check the next woman in his
preference list, who is W4. W4 is free. Hence, M4 and W4 get engaged.
Member Preference list
M1 W1 W2 W3 W4
M2 W2 W1 W4 W3
M3 W2 W3 W4 W1
M4 W3 W1 W4 W2
W1 M1 M3 M4 M2
W2 M1 M2 M3 M4
W3 M1 M2 M3 M4
W4 M4 M3 M2 M1
• Now all men and women are engaged. Therefore, the optimal solution of the given






2.6 The Lagrangian Method
The Lagrangian multiplier method is a strategy for finding the local maxima and minima
of a multi-variable function f(x, y), subject to equality constraints g(x, y) = c [27]. The
Lagrangian method can be briefly explained as follows. To find the maximum or minimum
of a function f(x) subjected to the equality constraint g(x) = 0,
1. Define a new variable λ, and define a new function L as follows:
L(x, y, λ) = f(x, y)− λ(g(x, y)− c), (2.3)
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where the function L is called the Lagrangian function and λ is the Lagrangian
multiplier.
2. Set the gradient of L equal to the zero vector to find the critical points of L.
∇L(x, y, λ) = 0, (2.4)
3. Take into consideration all returned solutions (x0, y0, λ0) and substitute it in f , after
removing the λ0 since function f does not have λ as input. Any one gives the greatest
(or smallest) value is the maximum (or minimum) point we are seeking. Note that
the Lagrangian method does not guarantee global optimal solution. In the following
subsection, we consider an numerical example to understand the Lagrange multiplier
method.
2.6.1 Lagrangian Method Example
Consider the problem of maximizing f(x, y) = x + y subject to the constraint
x2 + y2 = 1. The feasible set is the unit circle, and the level sets of f are diagonal




















The problem can be written as follows
max f(x, y) = x+ y (2.5a)
subject to g(x, y) = x2 + y2 = 1 (2.5b)
• Step 1: For using the Lagrangian method we can rewrite the constraint as
follows
g(x, y) = x2 + y2 − 1 = 0. (2.6)
• Step 2: Define the Lagrangian multiplier λ and the Lagrangian function L as
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follows
L(x, y, λ) = f(x, y) + λg(x, y) (2.7)
= x+ y + λ(x2 + y2 − 1) (2.8)
• Step 3: Calculate the gradient of L and set it equal to zero vector to find the
critical points of L.










= (1 + 2λx, 1 + 2λy, x2 + y2 − 1) (2.10)
Therefore,
∇x,y,λL(x, y, λ) = 0⇔

1 + 2λx = 0,
1 + 2λy = 0,
x2 + y2 − 1 = 0.
(2.11)
Thus, from the 1 + 2λx = 0 and 1 + 2λy = 0 we can see that
x = y = 1
2λ
, λ 6= 0, (2.12)
by substituting x and y into x2 + y2 − 1 = 0 we find:
λ = ± 1√
2
. (2.13)




















































Therefore, the constrained maximum is
√




NFPs are available in different sizes and specifications. In this section, the classifications,
characteristics, and features of NFPs are summarized and explained with particular focus
on their impact on NFP-aided cellular communications. NFPs can be assorted into dif-
ferent categories according to various criteria such as functionality, weight/payload, size,
endurance, wing, configuration, control methods, cruising range, flying altitude, maximum
speed, and energy supplying methods.
2.7.1 Payload
Payload refers to the maximum weight the NFP can carry, and essentially measures its
carriage ability. NFP payload can be a few grams or up to hundreds of kilograms [28]. As
the payload increases, the size of NFP needs to be larger, which requires higher battery
capacity, and which leads to shorter duration in the air. Usually the payloads are used
to carry video cameras and sensors; and this allows for usage in exploration, surveillance
and commercial purposes [29]. On the other hand, payloads can be used to assist cellular
communications. They can carry mobile phones or tablets, with weights less than one
kilogram [30]. Moreover, NFPs can carry BSs or remote radio heads (RRHs). In this
case, the payload of NFPs are at least a few kilograms.
2.7.2 Flying Mechanism
Based on their flying mechanisms (or wings), UAVs can be categorized into three types:
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• Rotary Wings: rotary-wing drones use vertical take-off and landing, can hover
over a fixed location to provide continuous cellular coverage for certain areas. This
ability makes them suitable for the deployment of BSs at specific locations with high
precision or to fly in a specified trajectory while carrying the BSs . However, they
have limited mobility and experience high power consumption, since they fly against
gravity all the time.
• Fixed Wings: fixed-wing drones can fly off over the air, which makes them more
energy-efficient while carrying a heavier payload, and they can also fly at faster
speeds. On the other hand, the drawbacks of this type are that they require a
runway to take off and land [31], they cannot hover over a fixed location, and they
are more expensive than rotary-wings UAVs.
• Hybrid Fixed/Rotary Wing: hybrid fixed/rotary wing drones are a combination
between the two above-mentioned drone types. They can take off vertically, they
are very fast and can reach their destination by gliding in the air. Then, they can
switch to hovering over designated locations using the rotors.
2.7.3 Altitude
The altitude is the maximum height a drone can reach, regardless of the regulations. The
flying altitude of an NFP is an important parameter for utilizing NFP cellular communi-
cations, since an NFP BS needs to change its attitude to maximize the ground coverage
and satisfy the different QoS requirements [32]. Hence, NFPs can be classified into two
types depending on their altitude:
• Low-altitude platforms (LAPs): LAPs are more cost-effective and allow fast de-
ployment. Hence, they are utilized to assist cellular communications. LAPs provide
short-range Line-of-Sight (LoS) links that can considerably enhance communication
performance [33, 34, 35].
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• High-altitude platforms (HAPs): HAPs can also provide cellular connectivity.
HAPs have wider coverage and can stay much longer in the air, compared to LAPs.
However, the deployment of HAPs is more complex. HAPs used to provide Internet
coverage to large regions of the world that were not served by cellular networks.
Using HAPs in cellular communications is more susceptible to a network outage,
on account of considerably large inter-cell interference [36, 37]. Therefore, they are
rarely examined in the UAV-aided cellular networks in previous works.
2.7.4 Speed and Flying Time
NFP speeds vary between 15 m/s for the smaller sizes and a maximum speed of 100 m/s
for larger ones [33, 38]. When utilizing NFPs as BSs, NFPs fly in a specific trajectory to
enhance their energy and spectral efficiency; therefore if an NFP requires frequent turns,
the trajectory and the speed need to be carefully considered [39]. NFP flight time (or
endurance) is the maximum time an NFP can spend in the air without needing to recharge
or refuel.
NFP flight times range between 20-30 minutes for small commercial NFPs and a few
hours for large NFPs [40]. The new technologies have extended the endurance of small
NFPs to achieve an endurance of up to 4.5 hours with hybrid-electric power sources [41].
The endurance of NFPs is one of the most important factors that restrict their full-scale
deployment in cellular networks.
2.7.5 Power Supply
NFP endurance depends on its power supply. On one hand, NFPs can use rechargeable
battery power like most commercial NFPs. On the other hand, NFPs can use fuels such as
gas as a source of power for longer endurance like the large NFP [42]. Another technique
that can be used in powering the NFP is by employing solar energy [43]. For BS NFPs, the
power supply needs to support the functionality of both drone flying and its equipment
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such as antenna array, amplifier, circuits, etc. [44, 45, 46].
The widespread use of NFP technologies increases the concerns regarding privacy, data
protection, and public safety [47, 48, 49]. These concerns, express the need to develop the
NFP Regulations.
NFP regulations are formed and developed, based on the aforementioned concerns.
Current NFP regulations are mainly based on the applicability, technical requirements,
operational limitations, administrative procedures, and implementation of ethical con-
straints [50].
2.8 Wireless Networking with NFPs
5G and 5G+ aim for systems with higher capacity, increased data rate, and reduced
latency. Moreover these systems are expected to be energy efficient and capable of han-
dling massive device connectivity [51]. The intensive distributed terrestrial networks in
urban areas require high data rate access. Recently, it is widely believed that the ex-
isting networks cannot meet the need to process enormous volumes of data and execute
fundamental applications such as IoT, cloud computing, and big data.
The expectation of 5G and 5G+ to transfer high data demand a large bandwidth.
Demanding a high-bandwidth solution require using lower wavelength waves, which can
be achieved by utilizing LoS propagation. Having LoS is challenging compared with
lower frequency propagation. Thus, the terrestrial systems are used to provide network
in complex propagation areas. On the other hand, satellite links are used in areas can
not be covered by the terrestrial systems.
NFPs at high altitudes provide line of sight propagation. NFPs can serve broadband
wireless service. NFPs can cover an area with a radius up to 30Km which help to reduce
the number of terrestrial base stations in suburban and rural areas. NFPsis cost effective
when compared with satellite, which require an expensive lunching[52].
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Therefore, developing an integrated network architecture from the air-based network
(using NFP) and the ground-based network is the growing trend among research com-
munities. Using NFPs in wireless communications supports the existing cellular commu-
nications with cost efficiency to fulfill the hurried service recovery and offer the traffic
offloading of the highly congested areas [53].
Carrying telecommunications equipment on NFPs allows NFPs to act as flying cell
sites for mobile cellular communication networks. These cell sites have all the capabilities
of a conventional mobile cell, and add new capacity. NFP cell sites can be deployed
quickly and conveniently. Thus, NFP cells can play an important role in the early stages
of restoring communications in the damaged areas.
NFPs can be used as flying UEs. The flying UEs can take advantage of existing infras-
tructure (such as cellular networks) to communicate with the ground operator with certain
reliability, throughput and delay, depending on the application requirements. This leads
to address new challenges such as studying the flying UEs optimal height to maximize
the coverage of the flying UEs, minimizing the required transmitted power for covering a
target area as well as investigating the optimal deployment of the flying UEs [54].
Furthermore, NFPs can be used as BSs that provide power-efficient wireless connec-
tivity for ground users in the alternative future technology. Aerial Base Station (ABS)
mobility and flexibility help to provide additional capacity-on-demand. ABS can be used
by service providers for the dynamic network, deploying network quickly in emergency,
or coverage temporarily providing for an area. ABS complements the existing cellular
systems to expand the capacity and provides coverage in difficult-to-reach rural areas.
The cell planning problem in 5G to determine the number and the location of ABS is an
important challenge. Research works to minimize deployment costs to meet coverage and
capacity constraints with the minimum number of ABS [55].
Moreover, the regulators of drone operations can dictate when to operate the NFPs
depending on the weather conditions. An example of practical applications for NFPs
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that are capable of operating in different weather conditions is weather hyphen resistant
drones equipped with a built-in WiFi chip to support all-time connectivity even during
rainy, snowy, stormy, and/or windy weather [56].
Furthermore, artificial intelligence can be used to predict weather conditions and im-
prove the operation of NFPs [57]. As can be seen from the previous discussion, the effect
of poor weather conditions on the NFPs can be reduced or at least controlled, which
is not the case in the FSO/ microwave links. Another advantage of NFPs is that they
can be considered an affordable solution to extend coverage in rural areas that do not
have the required infrastructure [58]. NFPs also assist in maintaining communication in
case of failure of the existing infrastructure as a result of disasters such as: earthquakes,
tsunamis, flooding, and land sliding [59, 60, 61]. It is expected that NFPs can overcome
the shortcomings of the fiber and FSO in 5G+ systems [11].
The integration of NFPs with 5G+ capabilities will allow much greater connectivity,
lower latency, and quicker transfer of high-precision data. This aggregation of 5G+ net-
works and NFPs is powerful, giving way to many new capabilities and improvements in
wireless applications. In comparison with the static ground macro base station, NFPs are
more scalable. The integration of NFPs into wireless and mobile networks is expected
to bring higher spectral efficiency and solutions to many communication challenges. The
rapid and dynamic deployment of NFPs and their reliable LoS communication links are
the main advantages of NFP-based communications. NFPs also assist in maintaining the
communications in case of failure of the existing infrastructure that may happen in case
of disasters such as: earthquakes, tsunami, flooding, and land sliding [59, 60, 61].
Wireless communication with NFPs is significantly different from its terrestrial coun-
terparts due to the high probability of NFP-ground LoS channels, the high altitude and
high mobility of UAVs, the size, weight and power (SWAP) constraints of NFPs, as well
as the QoS requirements. The differences between NFP based networks and terrestrial
networks can be summarized as shown in Table 2.3
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Table 2.3: NFP Network versus terrestrial network.
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The importance of developing the air-ground network in 5G+ wireless communications
is increasingly growing. However, its realization is facing a lot of challenging tasks in-
cluding air-to-ground channel modelling, resource allocation, optimal deployment, energy
efficiency, path planning, and network security. This work formulates and attempts to




Algorithms for 5G+ Cellular
Networks
3.1 Introduction
Few algorithms (centralized and distributed) have been proposed to connect air drones
and balloons with traditional small cells of the cellular network while maximizing the
system capacity. In this work, a heterogeneous network that consists of SCs, NFPs, and
the ground core network is studied as well as the association problem between NFPs with
SCs to maximize the network total sum rate is also studied. Two algorithms (centralized
and distributed) are proposed, where each NFP is associated with one or more SCs. We
ensure that necessary QoS requirements are met.
Practical constraints were included in our optimization problem, such as considering
interference between NFPs and SCs, the maximum number of links and the maximum
bandwidth that the NFP can support. NFPs act as a hub to provide fronthaul connec-
tivity between the SCs and the core network. Hence, the association problem of SCs
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and NFPs is an important problem to enhance the performance of the system. These
algorithms enhance the running time speed and perform a greedy search with higher data
rate demands.
The main contributions of this work can be summarized as follows.
• We design a centralized resource allocation based on a weighted bipartite matching
algorithm (Hungarian algorithm) to find the best association between NFPs and SCs
that maximizes the system’s total sum rate subject to QoS constraints signal to noise
and interference ratio (SINR). This guarantees the performance while satisfying all
constraints and notably outperforming other existing algorithms.
• We design a distributed algorithm based on a stable marriage matching scheme to
maximize the total sum rate, while requiring only local information of NFPs and SCs,
subject to QoS constraints. The main advantage of this distributed algorithm is the
reduction of the necessary feedback overhead, hence reducing the system complexity.
• Furthermore, we compare our work with what is studied in [62]. Indeed, our solution
is different from [62] and this difference can be explained as follows. The SCs in [62]
send association requests to the NFP with the highest SINR. Each NFP selects the
SCs depending on its available bandwidth and number of links. The distributed al-
gorithm in [62] does not re-associate the rejected SCs with other NFPs. To overcome
this drawback, in our proposed distributed algorithm we used the staple marriage
matching algorithm which guarantees that each SC is matched with one NFP (either
real or dummy).
• Finally, we provide extensive simulation results to assess the performance of the
proposed algorithms in realistic conditions.
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3.2 Related Work
A few years ago, the NFPs utilization in wireless communication starts to attract research
and industry. Thus, Mozaffari et al. [63] proposed an approach for deploying UAVs
to provide wireless service to ground users while minimizing the overall UAV transmit
power needed to satisfy the users’ data rate. Hence, they tried to derive the optimal
coverage area and locations of UAVs that minimize the required transmit power. The
power allocation problem for the downlink transmission in a spectrum sharing multi-tier
5G environment was studied in [64]. They proposed an online learning based approach to
assigning transmission power to reduce the overall power consumption while maintaining
QoS. Also, the scheme employed an approximation mechanism for the Q-value, which
reduced the state/action space and accelerate the speed of convergence.
A framework for optimizing UAV-enabled wireless networks was proposed in [65]. The
authors took into consideration the flight time constraints of UAVs. They had investigated
two UAV-based communication scenarios. First, they maximized the average data service
to ground users, taking into consideration the maximum possible hover times of UAVs.
Second, they minimized the average hover time of UAVs needed to completely serve the
users given the load requirements.
In one hand, Ghanavi et al. [66] used NFP as an aerial-base station (BS). They
attempted to find the optimal placement of the aerial-BS to improve the system perfor-
mance. Additionally, the SINR was considered the only QoS of the system. On the other
hand, the authors in [67], found the 3D placement and solved the association problem
of the drone-BS. They took into consideration some constraints such as the data rate,
maximum bandwidth of each drone-BS, and path loss. They provided two approaches:
the network-centric approach to maximize the total number of served users regardless of
their required rates, and the user-centric approach which maximizes the sum rate.
The association problem of NFPs and SCs for the network is one of the most impor-
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tant issues of using NFPs in wireless communication. In one hand, serving the maxi-
mum number of SCs without any consideration (like the total sum rate) was proposed
in [68]. Their work presented two simple greedy algorithms, centralized and distributed
algorithms. Thus, centralization was used when the system needed to decrease power
consumption and distribution was used when it needed to reduce latency. On the other
hand, a fully distributed algorithm to maximizes the number of associated users was de-
signed in [69] while taking into consideration the QoS requirements in a heterogeneous
and small cells network (HetSNet). This piece of work proposed a completely distributed
algorithm which assumes no coordination between the base stations. Furthermore, The
association problem of NFP-hubs and SCs to find the maximum total sum rate of the
system was studied in [62]. They took into consideration some constraints like maximum
supported bandwidth and number of links per NFP. Moreover, the association problem
of UAVs and users was investigated in [70], to maximize the sum data rate along with
minimize the inter-cell interference. Thus, they considered interference between UAVs
instead of users. Furthermore, they included a practical constraint involving backhaul
data rate. They presented a heuristic algorithm to solve the presented NP-hard problem.
As shown, there are a lot of works that tried to solve different resource allocation
problems in 5G. However, they had a different system model and problem formulation
than here, and their solutions may not suit our problem. Most of the work related to
NFPs use them to enhance network coverage and other arguments.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 3.3 describes the proposes
system model. Section 3.4 provides the proposed solution and existing work. Section 3.5
discusses the computational complexity analysis. Section 3.6 discusses the performance
analysis and results. Finally, Section 3.7 concludes this chapter.
3.3 System Model
The intensive distributed terrestrial networks in urban areas assist the high data rate
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Figure 3.1: Graphical illustration of NFPs and SCs in 5G+.
access. Using NFPs communications can support the existing cellular communications
with cost efficiency to fulfil the hurried service recovery and offer traffic offloading of highly
congested areas [53]. Presently, it is widely believed that the existing network cannot meet
the need to process enormous volumes of data and execute fundamental applications such
as IoT, cloud computing, and big data. Therefore, developing an integrated network
architecture from the air-based network (using NFPs) and ground-based network is a
growing trend among scientific communities.
This section presents the system model of the NFPs and SCs association which has
been used in this chapter.
As shown in Fig. 3.1, a heterogeneous network is investigated, which includes three
categories of wireless nodes: ground SCs, NFP-hubs, and the ground core network. The
SCs carry the traffic directly between the end users and the core network using fronthaul
links; while the NFPs act as a hub to provide additional fronthaul connectivity between
SCs and the core network. The system model in [68] and [62] is considerably similar to
ours, but it is worth mentioning that our proposed algorithms are divergent. In particular,
[62] proposed a distributed algorithm to solve the association problem between NFPs and
SCs; however, in our work we proposed a more efficient distributed algorithm and a
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centralized algorithm to address the same association problem.
On the other hand, the problem formulation in [68] maximizes the number of associated
SCs and NFPs which is different than our problem formulation that targets maximizing
the total sum rate. NFPs can be considered an affordable solution to extend coverage in
rural areas that do not have the required infrastructure [58].
It is assumed that the NFPs are placed at a pre-defined height hD (i.e., LAP, MAP,
and HAP) according to safety and security policies [62] and uniformly distributed on a
horizontal plane parallel to the ground; while, SCs are uniformly distributed on the ground
level. This section considers a system with I NFPs and J SCs pairs (I << J) where the
set of NFPs is represented as F = {f1, f2, .........., fI} and the set of SCs is represented
as S = {s1, s2, .........., sJ}. NFPs are denoted as fi, 1 ≤ i ≤ I and SCs are denoted as
sj, 1 ≤ j ≤ J . To facilitate the implementation of the centralized algorithm, NFPs can
share the control information (required bandwidth, required data rate, and SINR) with
the core network for association purposes. Based on the control information, the system
can specify the association between SCs and NFPs. However, this does not include the
data information.
In this system model, the sj requested bandwidth the from fi can be represented as
bi,j. It has also been assumed that each NFP has a different number of links to support
the communication with SCs, i.e., each NFP can serve one or more SCs depending on the
number of links Li, and maximum bandwidth it can support Bi,
Since NFPs are spread in a horizontal parallel plane to the SCs at a height hd from
ground level, we use the air-to-ground path loss channel model; this is in contrary to the
conventional terrestrial communications that use log-distance path loss model. Thus, the
wireless link between NFPs and SCs is mainly vertical. Hence, in the following subsection,
the air-to-ground (ATG) path loss model is discussed.
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3.3.1 Air-to-Ground Path Loss Model
The same ATG path loss (PL) model is used as in [62], which is widely adopted in the
NFP literature [11]. The adopted ATG model considers two propagation groups: i) LoS
receivers where the SCs are placed in LoS / near-LoS to the NFPs and ii) Non-line-
of-sight (NLoS) receivers where SCs depend on reflections and refraction for coverage.
One factor that plays an important role in determining the PL in the ATG model is the
probability of LoS. This depends on the surrounding environment (urban, rural, etc.) and
the orientation of NFPs and SCs. Hence, the probability of LoS is formulated as in [62]
P (LoS) =
1




where α and β are constants depending on the environment (rural, urban, etc) and θ =
arctan(hD
s
) is the angle between the SC and the NFP, where s =
√
(x− xD)2 + (y − yD)2
is the horizontal distance between the SC and the NFP. The locations of the SCs and
NFPs in the Cartesian coordinate are given as (x, y) and (xD, yD, hD), respectively. The
average PL is given as





+ ηLoS P (LoS) + ηNLoS P (NLoS), (3.2)
where PL(d)|dB represents the free space path loss in dB, fc is the carrier frequency, c is
the speed of light, γ is the PL exponent, and d =
√
hD
2 + s2 is the distance between the
NFP and SC. ηLoS and ηNLoS represent the additional losses of the LoS and NLoS links,
and P (NLoS) = 1− P (LoS).
This system model denotes the requested data of the sj associated with the fi by
ri,j, where Shannon capacity formula is used to compute ri,j in bps, and we denote the
association between the sj and the fi by Ai,j that can be formally defined as
Ai,j =

1, if fi is connected with sj,
0, Otherwise.
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Thus, the data rate supported by the fi is
∑J






The SINR between the sj and the fi is defined as
SINRi,j =
Pi,jPL(di,j)∑I




where Pk,j is the transmit power from fk to sj and σ
2
i represents the received noise power
at the fi and di,j is the distance between fi and sj. The Interference depend on path loss
in equation (3.2).
3.3.2 Problem Formulation
This work aims to find the optimal association between SCs and NFPs to maximize the
total sum rate subject to constraints on the QoS and the maximum number of links and
bandwidth supported by each NFP. The QoS constraint should guarantee that the SINRi,j
is greater than a minimum required value SINRmin. Hence, the QoS constraint can be
expressed as
Ai,j.SINRmin ≤ SINRi,j, ∀ i, j. (3.4)
The bandwidth constraint can be formulated as
J∑
j=1
Ai,j.bi,j 6 Bi , ∀ i. (3.5)
The maximum number of links that the fi can support is declared as Li. Hence, the
number of NFP links constraint can be expressed as
J∑
j=1
Ai,j 6 Li , ∀ i. (3.6)
The maximum number of links that the sj can support is one link. Hence, the number
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of SC links constraint can be formulated as
I∑
i=1
Ai,j 6 1 , ∀ j. (3.7)
Taking into consideration all constraints mentioned previously, for a specific time when
NFPs and SCs have fixed positions, this work seeks to find the association between the
SCs and the NFPs in order to maximize total sum rate of the system. The SC association









Ai,j.SINRmin ≤ SINRi,j, ∀ i, j. (3.8c)
J∑
j=1
Ai,j.bi,j 6 Bi , ∀ i. (3.8d)
J∑
j=1
Ai,j 6 Li , ∀ i. (3.8e)
I∑
i=1
Ai,j 6 1 , ∀ j. (3.8f)
Ai,j ∈ {0, 1} , ∀ i, j. (3.8g)
This is an integer linear program that can be solved numerically to get the optimal
solution. However, in worst case the system will try to connect each NFP with all SCs
to find the best association and this can take exponential time [71]. Therefore, this is
an NP-hard problem as explained in [72], which proves that the provided association
problem is equivalent to NLoS. Using this relation with the NLoS, they show the NP-
hard complexity of the association problem (the problem can be reduced to a maximum
knapsack problem [73]). In the coming section, two polynomial-time algorithms to obtain
sub-optimal solutions are proposed.
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3.4 Proposed and Existing Solutions
3.4.1 Existing Solution
A distributed maximal demand minimum servers algorithm ((DM)2S) is proposed in [62]
to provide an efficient solution of the optimization problem (3.8). They have proposed a
greedy method to solve the association problem. The major steps of the algorithm are:
1. Each SC sends a message to the NFP with the maximum SINR. Basically, each SC
wants to connect that NFP which will give it the best SINR value.
2. Once an NFP receives messages (an NFP can get messages from more than one SC),
it selects that SC to be connected with which will maximize the total sum rate along
with satisfying maximum NFP bandwidth and links constraints.
Lemma 1 In the worst case, the performance of (DM)2S is unbounded.
Proof Consider a scenario where there is J SCs (s1, s2, ...sJ) and 2 NFPs (f1, f2).
Now, if SINR of each SCs and f1 is the same say, SINR1,j, for all j. And for all j, SINR2,j
is same too as shown in Fig. 3.2. Now, if SINR2,j = SINR1,j − ε where ε is a very small
constant, then all SCs will send message to f1 as shown in Fig. 3.3 .
Assume that f1 has only one link available and f2 has (J − 1) available links. After
sending messages from all SCs, f1 eventually will only consider one small cell. Now, if
all SCs provide the same data rate (say r for every connection) and f1 picks one of them
(say s1). Hence, at the end of the algorithm, only one SC will be connected as shown in
Fig. 3.3. No small cell will be connected with f2 since no message was sent to f2.
The total sum rate of this solution will be r. On the other hand, as one can see in Fig.
3.4, in an optimal solution, total J ∗ r can be obtained by connecting one small cell to f1






unbounded (will be increase with the increase of small cells).
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Figure 3.2: Example of the SINR and data rate between SCs and NFPs
3.4.2 Proposed Solutions
In this section, two efficient algorithms are proposed to solve the SCs and NFPs association
problem in (3.8) in polynomial time complexity. The first algorithm works in a centralized
manner; while the second one provides a distribution solution.
Proposed HBCA
The centralized solutions are designed to move all processing work to a central location
in support of multiple remote radio heads. The central location could store both the
communication and the user account information, as well as all the necessary information
from the SCs and NFPs. The proposed Hungarian based centralized algorithm (HBCA)
maximizes the total sum rate after receiving all necessary information about both SCs
and NFPs, such as ri,j, bi,j, SINRi,j, SINRmin , Li, and Bi. The main idea of the pro-
posed HBCA is based on extending the Hungarian algorithm to handle the unbalanced
association problem between SCs and NFPs, where the number of SCs is much larger
than the number of NFPs. The Hungarian algorithm gives the optimal solution in case of
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Figure 3.3: SCs ask NFPs to associate using (DM)2S algorithm
one-to-one matching (which is not the case in our SCs-NFPs association problem). The
first part of the proposed HBCA, i.e., HBCA - part 1, can be briefly explained as follows.
• The algorithm starts by checking if there is a free NFP (has remaining links and
enough bandwidth), then fills the W matrix of the SCs and NFPs with ri,j or zero
based on the constraints. (lines 4-12).
• Since the Hungarian algorithm accepts only a squared matrix and the number of
SCs is much larger than the number of NFPs, a number of dummy NFPs is added
that represents the difference between the number of SCs and NFPs. (lines 13-15).
• The Hungarian algorithm returns the association between SCs and NFPs, and then,
the available bandwidth and number of remaining links for non-dummy NFPs is
updated accordingly. (lines 16-26).
• This process will repeat until all SCs are assigned or there are no free NFPs.
The simulation results presented in Section VI show a gap between the performance of
the proposed HBCA - part 1 and the optimal solution. In the following, the performance
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Figure 3.4: Optimal solution
of HBCA - part 1 is improved by introducing HBCA - part 2 to reduce the gap to the
optimal solution. The basic idea of HBCA - part 2 can be explained as follows. HBCA -
part 2 checks if swapping the already existing association between SCs and NFPs obtained
from HBCA - part 1 can further lead to a higher total sum rate. If yes, HBCA - part 2
swaps the association; otherwise, the association kept as in HBCA - part 1. It is worth
mentioning that if algorithm HBCA - part 2 swapped the association then the new matrix
will be used to find the total sum rate.
The performance of the HBCA can be further improved as shown in HBCA - part 3.
The basic idea of HBCA - part 3 is to check if any NFP has free links and if so, then
dissociating one SC and associating it with the free NFP can lead to higher total sum
rate.
Fig. 3.5 shows an example that helps illustrate the HBCA algorithm more clearly. We
have two NFPs f1 and f2, where f1 has one link and f2 has 2 links. We also have three
SCs and each SC requires a specific data rate from each NFP as shown in Fig. 3.5. Please
note that we suppose all links between SCs and NFPs satisfy the minimum SINR and
each NFP has enough bandwidth. Since the Hungarian algorithm accept only a square
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Hungarian based centralized algorithm (HBCA) - part 1
1: Input: (S, F, SINR,SCLink,SINRm, L,B, b, r)
2: Let WJ×J be a new Matrix . Wi,j is the weight of the edge between fi and sj
3: while there is free fi ∈ F do
4: for each fi ∈ F do
5: for each sj ∈ S do
6: if SCLinkj > 0 and Li > 0 then
7: if Bi − bi,j ≥ 0 and SINRi,j ≥ SINRm then





13: for each J − I dummy NFP pair do
14: Wi,j = 0
15: end for
16: Let HJ×J be a new matrix . a boolean matrix, a true value in i, j index depicts, fi is
assigned to sj H = Hungarian(W ) . Hungarian Algorithm is the bipartite matching
algorithm which will return a boolean matrix
17: for each fi ∈ F do
18: for each sj ∈ S do
19: if Hi,j = 0 then
20: Associate sj with fi
21: Li = Li − 1
22: Bi = Bi − bi, j





matrix, the HBCA starts by adding a dummy NFPs to create and fill a 3X3 W matrix
with the requested ri,j if all constraints are satisfied and with zero otherwise.
After that, HBCA sends the matrix to the Hungarian algorithm to get the optimal
one-to-one match between the SCs and the NFPs as shown in Fig. 3.6. Each SC that
has a real association drops from the W matrix. This process repeats until all the NFPs
links are used, all the NFPs bandwidth are used or all SCs are associated. Fig. 3.7 shows
the initial association between the SCs and the NFPs at the end of HBCA - part 1. Fig.
3.8 shows the association between the SCs and the NFPs at the end of HBCA- part 2,
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HBCA - part 2
1: Input: (S, F )
2: Improve=true
3: while Improve do
4: Improve=false
5: for each pair (fi, fj) ∈ F do . where i 6= j . si, sj ∈ S are assigned with fi and fj
respectively
6: Find Total Sum rate : SumRate
7: Swap association (fi, sj) , (fj , si)
8: Find Total Sum rate: SumSwap
9: if SumSwap > SumRate && all constraints still satisfied then





where some swapping between the associated SCs and NFPs has been done to enhance
the total sum rate and the new associations should satisfy all constraints.
There is a swap here, where the association between (s1 associates instead with f1) and
(s2 associates with f2) to be (s1 associates with f2) and (s2 associates with f1) enhances
the total sum rate. Finally if there is available any free links HBCA- part 3 checks if
dropping some SCs association and associate it with the free NFPs can improve the total
sum rate or not. However, in this example there are no free links; therefore we give
another example to explain HBCA- part 3 as shown in Fig. 3.9. We have two NFPs
f1 and f2, where f1 has one link and f2 has 2 links, we also have two SCs and each SC
requires a specific data rate from each NFP as shown in Fig. 3.9.
Please note that we assume all links between SCs and NFPs satisfy the minimum SINR
and each NFP has enough bandwidth. Fig. 3.10 shows the initial association between
the SCs and NFPs after HBCA- part 1, HBCA- part 2 does not change the association
in this case. On the other hand, HBCA- part 3 disassociates s1 from f1 and associates
it with f2, since f2 satisfy all constraints and has a free link. This process enhances the
total sum rate as shown in Fig. 3.11.
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HBCA - part 3
1: Input: (S, F )
2: Improve=true
3: while Improve do
4: for each pair (fi, fj) ∈ F do . where i 6= j . sj ∈ S are assigned with fj
5: Improve=false
6: if fi is free then
7: Find Total Sum rate : SumRate
8: Unassigned sj from fj and assigned it to fi
9: Find Total Sum rate: SumSwap
10: if SumSwap > SumRate && all constraints still satisfied then






Figure 3.5: SCs ask NFPs to associate
Staple Marriage based Distributed Algorithm (SMBDA)
The stable marriage algorithm is the problem of finding a stable matching between two
equally sized sets of elements given an ordering of preferences for each element [74]. A
matching is a mapping from the elements of one set to the elements of the other set.
Matching is not stable if there is an element A of the first matched set that prefers
some given element B of the second matched set over the element to which A is already
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Figure 3.6: Hungarian algorithm returned matching
Figure 3.7: SCs and NFPs association at the end of HBCA-part 1
matched, or if B prefers A over the element to which B is already matched. In the end,
each element in both lists will have a matched element from the other list.
In this section, a stable marriage based distributed algorithm (stable marriage based
distributed algorithm (SMBDA)) is proposed to efficiently solve the SCs and NFPs as-
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Figure 3.8: SCs and NFPs association at the end of HBCA
Figure 3.9: SCs ask NFPs to associate
sociation problem in low complexity. In the distributed algorithm, each SC and NFP
stores only local information. This means that each SC and NFP is responsible for its
association, where SC sends the request to associate with NFP or vice-versa.
In a preferable list algorithm, each SC and NFP are filled a preferable list, based on
the maximum data rate between SC and NFP, starting from the most preferable down
to least preferred. As previously mentioned, the number of SCs is much larger than the
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Figure 3.10: SCs and NFPs association at the end of HBCA-part 1
Figure 3.11: SCs and NFPs association at the end of HBCA
number of NFPs and considering the fact that the size of the first list and second list in the
stable marriage algorithm should be the same, we added dummy NFPs. The preferable
list will help each SC to connect with the most appropriate NFP which is done in the
SMBDA algorithm.
SMBDA Algorithm starts at the beginning with all SCs and NFPs are free, (line 2).
Each NFP and SC broadcasts its local information; after that the NFP fi first selects
the preferable SC sj from it’s PrefNFP and if the constraints are satisfied, fi sends a
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preferable list
1: Input: (S, F, r)
2: Each free fi ∈ F will broadcast Bi to all sj ∈ S
3: Each sj calculate SINRi,j and bi,j
4: Each sj will broadcast it’s local information to all fi ∈ F
5: Each sj will fill it’s PrefSC with the indices of the preferred NFPs based on ri,j from max
to min
6: Each fi will fill it’s PrefNFP with the indices of the preferred SCs based on ri,j from max
to min
association request to that sj, (lines 3-7). There are three cases:
• Case 1: SC sj is free and it sends accept and call Accept(sj, fi, Li, Bi, bi,j), (lines
8− 9).
• Case 2: SC sj is engaged (no final association) to NFP fk and SC sj prefers NFP fi
more, then SC sj sends disassociate message to NFP fk and sends accept message
to NFP fi and call Accept(sj, fi, Li, Bi, bi,j), (lines 10− 12).
• Case 3: SC sj is engaged (no final association) to NFP fk and SC sj prefers NFP
fk more, then SC sj sends Reject message to NFP fi. after that, NFP fi selects the
next SC in its PrefNFP list, (lines 13− 15).
After that, the SC married (final associated) with NFP, that provide it a stable match-
ing.
As can be seen in Accept algorithm, when sj calls Accept(sj, fi, Li, Bi, bi,j), then SC
sj and NFP fi local information will be updated as following:
• Associate SC sj with NFP fi
• Decrease Bi by b(i,j)
• Decrease Li by 1
• if Li less than or equal to zero, set fi to be not free.
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SMBDA
1: Input: (S, F,PrefNFP,PrefSC, L,B, b)
2: At the beginning All fi ∈ F and sj ∈ S are free
3: Each free fi broadcasts Bi to all sj
4: Each sj calculates SINRi,j and bi,j
5: Each sj broadcasts it’s local information to all fi
6: sj = PrefNFPi
7: If all constraints are satisfied fi Sends Request to associate with sj
8: Case 1: sj is free
9: Calls Accept(sj , fi, Li, Bi, bi,j)
10: Case 2: sj is engaged to fk and fi is more preferable, as in PrefSCj, for sj than
fk
11: Calls Accept(sj , fi, Li, Bi, bi,j)
12: Calls Disassociate(sj , fk, Lk, Bk, bk,j)
13: Case 3: si prefers fk more than fi as in PrefSCj list
14: si Rejects to associate with fi
15: Go to the next preferred SC in PrefSCj preferable list
Accept
Input: (sj , fi, Li, Bi, bi,j)
sj connect with fi
Li = Li − 1
Bi = Bi − bi,j
if Li == 0 then
set fi is not free
end if
On the other hand, in the Disassociate algorithm, when sj calls Disassociate (sj, fi, Li, Bi, bi,j),
then SC sj, NFP fi local information will be updated as followed:
• Disassociate SC sj with NFP fi
• Increase Bi by b(i,j)
• Increase Li by 1
• Set fi to be free.
Using SMBDA we found the best association for the fig. 3.5 example. In this example
there are three SCs and two NFPs with three Free links. Fig. 3.12 shows each SC and
NFP with its preferable lists. For example, as can be seen from Fig. 3.12, s1 prefers f2
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Disassociate
1: Input: (sj , fi, Li, Bi, bi,j)
2: sj disconnect from fi
3: Bi=Bi + bi,j
4: set fi is free
5: Li = Li + 1
Figure 3.12: NFP f1 is engages to s1
then f1; however, f1 prefers s1 first then s2 and finally s3. SMBDA starts when f1 sends
request to s1, which accepts to engage (not fixed associates) with f1.
After that, as shown in Fig. 3.13, f2 sends request to s2 which accepts to engage to
f2. Since f2 has 2 links and enough bandwidth f2 sends request to the second SC in its
preferable list which is s1. Therefore, s1 disengages from f1 and engages to f2 as shown
in Fig. 3.14. Again f1 becomes free. Hence, f1 sends request to s2 which is reject, since
s2 is engaged to f2 and it prefers f2 more than f1. Hence, f1 sends request to s3 which
accepts to engage with f1 as shown in Fig. 3.15. At the end there are no free links, and
all SCs and NFPs have stable match. Fig. 3.16 shows the final association between the
SCs and the NFPs.
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Figure 3.13: NFP f2 engages to s2
3.5 Complexity Analysis
In this subsection, the worst case complexity analysis of the proposed algorithms is pro-
vided. We find that the time complexity of HBCA - part 1 in the worst case is O(IJ3).
This can be explained as follows:
• The while loop in line 3 requires a complexity of O(I)
• The for loops in lines 4 and 5 require a complexity of O(I) and O(J), respectively.
• The for loop in line 13 requires a complexity ofO(J−I), and the Hungarian algorithm
in line 16 requires a complexity of O(J3).
• The for loops in lines 17 and 18 require a complexity of O(I) and O(J), respectively.
Hence the worst case complexity of HBCA - part 1 is:
O(I) (O(IJ) +O(J − I) +O(J3) +O(IJ)) = O(IJ3).
For HBCA - part 2 time complexity can be clarified as follows:






Figure 3.14: NFP f2 engages to s1
• The for loop in line 5 requires a complexity of O(IJ).
• The SumRate and SumSwap in lines 6 and 8 both require a complexity of O(IJ).
Hence, HBCA - part 2 time complexity in worst case is O(W )(O(IJ)O(IJ)) = O(WI2J2).
Similarly the worst case computational complexity of HBCA - part 3 is O(WI2J2). Fi-
nally, the overall time complexity for the HBCA algorithm will be O(IJ3) +O(WI2J2) +
O(WI2J2) = O(WI2J2).
Regarding the time complexity of SMBDA, it is found that in the worst case each NFP
at maximum sends requests to all SCs. Therefore, the time complexity in the worst case
occurs when all NFPs send to all SCs, is O(IJ). Furthermore, in the worst case, each SCs
rejects all NFPs. Hence, the time complexity in the worst case occurs when all SCs reject
all NFPs, is O(IJ). Subsequently, the worst time complexity of SMBDA is O(IJ). This
explains that SMBDA termination is assured, as each NFP at maximum sends request to
all SCs depend on each NFP PrefNFP list, and each SC at maximum sends reject or
accept to all NFPs depend on each SC PrefSC list.
Table 3.1 summaries the worst case time complexity of the proposed algorithms with
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Figure 3.15: NFP f1 engages to s3
the (DM)2S algorithm. It can be noticed that the proposed algorithms are slightly more
computationally expensive than the (DM)2S algorithm in the worst case. However, the
proposed algorithms are computationally acceptable and are practically applicable.
Table 3.1: Computational time complexity of the proposed algorithms.




Additionally, the message complexity of the SMBDA distributed algorithm is found.
The NFP message complexity in worst case happens when the NFP sends a request
message to each single SC. Therefore, the NFP message complexity is O(IJ) in worst
case. The SC message complexity in the worst case happens when the SC sends accept
or reject message to each single f . Therefore, the SC message complexity is O(IJ) in the
worst case. Hence, the SMBDA message complexity is O(IJ) +O(IJ) = O(IJ).
Table 3.2 compares the worst case time complexity of the proposed SMBDA algorithm
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Figure 3.16: NFP f1 fix associates to s3 and f2 fix associates to both s1 and s2
and the (DM)2S algorithm. It can be noticed that the proposed SMBDA algorithm
message complexity is the same as its counterpart of the (DM)2S algorithm.
Table 3.2: Computational message complexity of the algorithms.




We use the Gurobi optimization tool [75] to find the ILP solution for problem (3.8),
which takes an exponential time. In this section, the performance of the proposed HBCA
and SMBDA algorithms are investigated and the results with their counterparts obtained
from the optimal solution of ILP of the problem in (3.8) are compared with the proposed
distributed algorithm (DM)2S in [62].
A 5G+ system is considered, where the SCs and NFPs are uniformly distributed within
a 4 km by 4 km area. The data rates used in [62] is considered, then the bandwidth bi,j
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and SINRi,j are calculated. Without loss of generality, we assume that all NFPs have the
same hight, hdi = hd = 300 m ∀i, and all NFPs have the same bandwidth Bi = B = 250
MHz ∀i. Following [62], the rest of parameters are defined in Table 3.3.
Table 3.3: Simulation Parameters
Parameter Value Parameter Value
α 9.61 β 0.16
ηLoS 1 dB ηNLoS 20 dB
fc 2 GHz Pt 5 Watts






SINRmin −5 dB Li 2− 5
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Fig. 3.17 shows the total sum rate of the proposed HBCA, SMBDA, ILP, (DM)2S
versus the number of SCs at 30 NFPs. As can be seen, the HBCA and the SMBDA
performances approach that of the optimal results of the ILP. One can also see from Fig.
3.17 that the proposed SMBDA outperforms the (DM)2S. As previously discussed in
the (DM)2S algorithm, the SC sends a request to associate with the NFP of the highest
SINR, and if rejected then that SC will not associate with another NFP. Even more, as
shown in Fig. 3.17, the total sum rate in both proposed HBCA and SMBDA along with
the ILP increases when the number of SCs increases, on the other hand, the total sum
rate of (DM)2S has a little increment.
Fig. 3.18 shows the total sum rate of the proposed HBCA, SMBDA, ILP, (DM)2S
versus the number of NFP at 100 SCs. Again as shown in Fig. 3.18, the HBCA and
the SMBDA performances approach that of the optimal results of the ILP. Further, Fig.
3.18 shows that the proposed SMBDA outperforms the (DM)2S as discussed in Fig.
3.17. Additionally, as shown in Fig. 3.18, the total sum rate of the proposed HBCA and
SMBDA along with the ILP at the beginning increases with the increase of NFP. After
that, the total sum rate saturates or slightly increases. This can be explained as when
the number of NFPs reaches 40, almost all SCs are associated which causes the total sum
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Figure 3.17: Total Sum Rate versus the number of SCs for the proposed HBCA, SMBDA, ILP,
and (DM)2S at 30 NFPs.
































Figure 3.18: Total Sum Rate versus the number of NFPs for the proposed HBCA, SMBDA,
ILP, and (DM)2S at 100 SCs.
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rate to saturate. However, the total sum rate of (DM)2S almost unchanged.

































Figure 3.19: Total Sum Rate versus the number of SCs for the proposed HBCA, SMBDA, ILP,
and (DM)2S at 50 NFPs.
Fig. 3.19 shows the total sum rate of the proposed HBCA, SMBDA, ILP, (DM)2S
versus the number of SCs at 50 NFPs. As can be seen, the HBCA and the SMBDA
performances approach that of the optimal results of the ILP. However the ILP takes
around 46882 second running time, which is a very long time comparing to HBCA which
takes around 138 second and the SMBDA which takes around 48 seconds. where is the
used computer processor is Intel core i7-8750h 2.20 GHz and the ram is 16 GB. As shown
in Fig. 3.19, the proposed SMBDA outperforms the (DM)2S. Even more, the total sum
rate in both proposed HBCA and SMBDA along with the ILP highly increases when the
number of SCs increase in contradiction with (DM)2S where the total sum rate is slightly
increased.
Fig. 3.20 shows the total sum rate of the proposed HBCA, SMBDA, ILP, (DM)2S
versus the number of NFP at 200 SCs. As shown in Fig. 3.20, the HBCA and the SMBDA
performances approach that of the optimal results of the ILP. Fig. 3.20 shows that the
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Figure 3.20: Total Sum Rate versus the number of NFPs for the proposed HBCA, SMBDA,
ILP, and (DM)2S at 200 SCs.
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Figure 3.21: Total Number of associated SC versus the number of SCs at 50 NFPs.
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proposed SMBDA outperforms the (DM)2S.
As one can see from Fig. (3.21), as the number of SCs increases the total number
of associated SCs decreases. However, the number of SCs associate with NFPs in our
algorithms are very close to the number of SCs associate with NFPs in the optimal
case. Moreover, the number of associate SCs in our algorithms outperform the number of
associate SCs in case of (DM)2S.
As one can see from the previous examples both HBCA and SMBDA outperform
(DM)2S. As mentioned before (DM)2S is a distributed algorithm, therefore, it has
only a local information and this explain why HBCA outperform (DM)2S, since HBCA
algorithm is a centralized algorithm. As discussed in 3.4.1, in the first step of (DM)2S
algorithm each SC sends a message to the NFP with the maximum SINR. Basically, each
SC wants to connect NFP with the best SINR link. However, based on other constraints
such as the number of links or the bandwidth each NFP can support, the NFP could send
rejections to some SCs and these SCs will not attempt to associate with another NFP.
The SMBDA is also a distributed algorithm; however, the SMBDA tries to find the
best association for each SC as explained in Section V-B taking into consideration all
constraints. The SMBDA tries to find the best association by exploiting the idea of the
stable marriage algorithm, which finds the stable match between two lists. This explains
why the SMBDA outperforms the (DM)2S algorithm.
Fig. 3.22 shows the total sum rate versus the number of SCs for the proposed HBCA,
SMBDA, ILP, and (DM)2S at 30 NFPs. In this scenario, the SINRi,j is given random
values between −10 and 0 dB to put the proposed HBCA and SMBDA algorithm under
a critical limitation. As it can be seen, in Fig. 3.22, the HBCA, and the SMBDA
performances approach that of the optimal results of the ILP. Moreover, one can see from
Fig. 3.22 that the proposed SMBDA outperforms the (DM)2S, which becomes clear
as previously discussed. Fig. 3.23 shows the total number of associated SCs versus the
number of SCs for the proposed HBCA, SMBDA, ILP, and (DM)2S at 30 NFPs. As
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Figure 3.22: Total sum rate versus the number of SCs for the proposed HBCA, SMBDA, ILP,
and (DM)2S at 30 NFPs.








































Figure 3.23: Total Number of associated SC versus the number of SCs for the proposed HBCA,
SMBDA, ILP, and (DM)2S at 30 NFPs.
can be seen the total number of associated SCs of the proposed HBCA and SMBDA
algorithms approximated the total number of associated SCs of the ILP. However, the
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number of associated SC of (DM)2S is less than SMBDA and HBCA. We find different
results with different numbers of SCs and NFPs other than the previous one. We find
that regardless the number of SCs or NFPs, the two proposed algorithms approach their
counterparts obtained from the optimal solution of the integer linear program (ILP) of
the problem in (3.8) and outperform the proposed distributed algorithm (DM)2S in [62].
3.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, the association problem of the NFPs with SCs of future cellular network
is studied to maximize the system sum rate while taking into consideration each NFP
bandwidth, the number of supported links, and minimum required SINR. We proposed a
centralized (HBCA) and a distributed (SMBDA) algorithm to find a sub-optimal associ-
ation between the SCs and NFPs, at reduced computational complexity. The numerical
evaluation of the considered case study has shown that the performance of the proposed
algorithms outperform the performance of the existing algorithm in terms of the number




Algorithms for Fifth Generation and
Beyond Systems
4.1 Introduction
Interference minimization is an important research problem in 5G+ systems. The re-
search community has been aware of these issues including the total sum rate and totally
consumed power. 5G+ systems need to provide high data rates for an ultra-dense network
of small cells (SCs) along with low interference and widespread coverage. Recently, NFPs
systems have started to attract both industry and academia. The focus of research should
be on spectral efficiency, network throughput, communication delays, and quality. The
algorithms of NFPs association with SCs is rarely proposed [62, 12, 68].
An ultra-dense SCs network is an approach to serve 5G and 5G+ systems requirements
including higher data rate, energy efficiency and spectrum utilization. However, this large
number of SCs will increase the overall system interference. Therefore, achieving a target
data rate with minimal total interference is an important research problem. The research
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community has been aware of 5G+ issues, such as the total sum rate, totally consumed
power and coverage. However, they overlooked the interference minimization problem.
5G+ systems need to provide high data rates for an ultra-dense network of small cells
(SCs) along with low interference and widespread coverage. Interference minimization is
an important research problem in the 5G+ systems.
This chapter proposes two algorithms where each NFPs associates with one or more
SCs depending on the NFPs limitations (NFPs bandwidth and number of links). Our
goal is to minimize the total interference along with achieving a target data rate.
The main contributions of this chapter can be summarized as follows.
• We formulate the association problem of SCs with NFPs to achieve a minimized
total interference. This chapter studies two variants, with the first minimizing the
total interference and satisfying each SC data rate target. The second minimizes the
total interference while maintaining the system total sum rate target.
• We solved the proposed problems numerically to obtain the optimal solution. How-
ever, it is not practical, as it takes a high time complexity. We hence propose a
heuristic solution.
• For the first variant, when each SC has a data rate target, we check the feasibility.
If the problem is feasible, then the system attempts to obtain the minimum total
interference along with attaining the data rate target.
• This chapter proposes a heuristic algorithm or ILP to find the maximum total num-
ber of associated SCs that the system can accomplish and compares it with the
number of SCs. We use this result to determine the feasibility of the problem.
• We design a resource allocation algorithm based on a weighted bipartite matching
algorithm (Hungarian algorithm) and local search. This is completed in order to
find the best association between NFPs and SCs minimizing the system’s total in-
terference subject to QoS constraints (the SINR) while also satisfying each SC data
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rate target [76, 77]. This guarantees the performance and satisfies all constraints,
as well as outperforming other existing algorithms.
• This chapter proposes another variant when the system has a total sum rate target:
we propose a heuristic algorithm or ILP to find the maximum total sum rate of the
system and compare it with the system data rate target to check feasibility.
• We design a local search based algorithm to find the minimum total interference.
• Finally, we provide extensive simulation results to estimate the performance of the
proposed algorithms in realistic conditions.
4.2 Related Work
The higher required bandwidth in order to satisfy the greater data rate demands of 5G+
communication network will be largely recognised by the deployments of small cells. The
small cells utilization delivers various advantages such as high data rate and low signal
delay. However, it also suffers from various issues such as high interference. The visions
and demands of 5G cellular wireless systems was described in [78]. They outlined the
challenges for interference management in 5G multi-tier networks taking into considera-
tion its requirements and key features. Furthermore, they combined resource-aware user
association with conventional cell association methods to satisfy the objectives.
However, the work in [79] presented an overview of interference management. Where
two classes of interference management technologies were discussed: UE-side interfer-
ence management by advanced receivers with interference joint detection/decoding and
network-side interference management by joint scheduling. The authors in [79] discussed
the requirements and practical aspects related to these technologies, such as the trans-
mitter coordination tactics and receiver architecture, as well as, the theoretical basis. On
the other hand, Zhang et al. [80] including interference mitigation studied the handover
management in the het-erogeneous cloud small cell network (HCSNet), where a cloud
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radio access network was combined with small cells.
An coordinated multi-point (CoMP) transmission/reception clustering scheme using
propagation was presented to decrease cell interference. Then the authors in [80] pre-
sented a handover management scheme and analyzed handover signaling procedures for
HCSNet. They showed that the proposed network architecture, CoMP cluster scheme,
and handover management scheme increased the capacity of HCSNet while maintaining
the users’ quality of service.
The increased interference in the network is one of the difficulties faced by NFPs
when connected through an existing cellular network. Moreover, the increased altitude
and the propagation of the NFPs increases the interference to the neighboring cells. At
the same time, it encounters more interference from the down-link transmissions (the
transmission going from a NFP to BS) of the adjacent base stations. Terrestrial UEs
degrades performance and produces the up-link (the transmission going from a BS to
NFP) interference problem. In [81], they extended the existing power control framework to
reduce up-link and down-link interference. They used some down-link physical channels,
like a Synchronization Channel (SCH) and Physical Broadcast Channel (PBCH) for cell
acquisition.
In like manner, a user association design to minimize the down-link co-channel in-
terference was proposed in [82], where they proposed a mobile station (MS) association
system where an active MS needs to associate itself with a particular cell in multi-tier
networks while also maintaining the QoS specifications. Their contributions were the
introduction of a transmission power normalization model (TPNM) for examining the
performance of multi-tier eterogeneous cellular networks (HCN). Based on TPNM, Their
results confirmed that the proposed system could reduce the down-link interference under
the predefined QoS requirements. Meanwhile, the emergence of Self-interference cancel-
lation (SIC) invalidated the assumption in wireless network design that radios can only
operate in half-duplex mode on the same channel [83].
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Hence, SIC tremendously simplified spectrum management. It rendered entire ecosys-
tems and enabled future networks to leverage the fragmented spectrum. This technology
offered the potential to facilitate the evolution of future networks toward heterogeneous
small cell networks. SIC eliminated the backhaul problem by enabling the small cell to
reuse LTE radio resources. It provided throughput improvements comparable to out-of-
band backhaul solutions by achieving high spectral efficiencies.
This chapter adopts the idea of associating NFPs with SCs, while minimizing the total
interference along with satisfying a minimum data rate target. In this chapter we discuss
two variants. First, minimizing total interference while satisfying each SC target data
rate, in case we need to satisfy each SC fairness. Second, minimizing total interference
while maintaining the system target total sum rate to demonstrate effective performance
for overall network based on operator view point. For the first variant, when each SC has
a target data rate either a heuristic algorithm or integer linear programming approach
will be utilized to find the maximum total number of associated SCs that the system can
accomplish and compare it with the number of SCs. We used this result to decide whether
the problem is feasible or not.
After that, a centralized resource allocation algorithm is designed based on the Hun-
garian algorithm and local search to solve the problem. For the second variant when the
system has a target total sum data rate, we propose an algorithm or integer linear pro-
gramming to find the maximum total sum rate of the system. Then we compare it with
the system target data rate to check feasibility. Then, an algorithm is designed based on
local search to find the minimum total interference.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 4.3 describes the used system
model. Section 4.4 presents the proposed solution. Section 4.5 discusses the computa-
tional complexity of the proposed solution. The performance analysis and results for the
proposed solution is discussed in Section 4.6. Finally, Section 4.7 concludes this chapter.
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Figure 4.1: Graphical representation of NFPs and SCs in 5G+.
4.3 System Model
As can be seen in Fig. 4.1, this work examines a heterogeneous network which incorporates
three classes of wireless nodes: 1) ground SCs which transfer the traffic between the core
network and end users, 2) Ground core network, and 3) the NFPs serving as hubs to
provide fronthaul connectivity between SCs and the ground core network. SCs allow the
end-user to communicate with the core network depending on the fronthaul link of the
NFPs. This leads to the association problem of SCs. An intelligent association between
NFPs and SCs can minimize the total sum interference while simultaneously satisfying a
target data rate.
Here we consider a 5G+ system where the NFPs and SCs are uniformly distributed
within 4 km by 4 km area. We consider a system with J number of SCs and I number
of NFPs (J >>> I), where the set of NFPs is represented as F = {f1, f2, .........., fI} and
the set of SCs is expressed as S = {s1, s2, .........., sJ}.
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For the remainder of this chapter NFPs are denoted as fi for each 1 6 i 6 I and SCs
are denoted as sj for each 1 6 j 6 J .
We use the air-to-ground path loss channel model. Thus, the wireless link between
NFPs and SCs is mainly vertical. Hence, in the following subsection, the ATG path loss
model is discussed.
4.3.1 Air-to-Ground Path Loss Model
This work adopts a widely adopted ATG path loss (PL) model in the NFP literature
[62, 11]. ATG communication occurs in correspondence to two main propagation groups.
The first group corresponds to SCs placing in a LoS or near-Line-of-Sight to the NFPs,
while the second group corresponds to SCs with no LAP Line-of-Sight but still receiving
coverage via strong reflections and diffractions. The probability of LoS depends on the
orientation of NFPs and SCs, and the environment (urban, rural, etc.). The probability
of LoS is a primary factor in finding the path loss in the ATG model. The probability of
LoS is defined in [62] as:
P (LoS) =
1
1 + α exp[−β(180
π
, θ − α)]
(4.1)
where β and α are constants relying on the surrounding environmen, θ = arctan(hD
s
) is
the angle between the NFP and SC, and s =
√
(x− xD)2 + (y − yD)2 is the horizontal
distance between the NFP and the SC. The locations of the SCs and NFPs in the Cartesian
coordinate are given as (x, y) and (xD, yD, hD), respectively. The average PL is given as:





+ ηLoS P (LoS) + ηNLoS P (NLoS), (4.2)
where the free space path loss in dB is denoted as PL(d)|dB, the carrier frequency is dented
as fc, the speed of light is represented as c, the PL exponent is represented as γ, and the
distance between the NFP fi and SC sj is denoted as di =
√
hD
2 + s2. ηLoS and ηNLoS
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represent the additional losses of the LoS and NLoS links, and P (NLoS) = 1− P (LoS).
4.3.2 Problem Formulation
The association between SCs and NFPs is affected by some constraints: the maximum
number of links supported by each NFP, the maximum bandwidth, the maximum number
of links supported by each SC, etc. In this work there are two types of QoS: minimum
target data rate per each SC and minimum target rate for the whole system. Therefore,
we propose two problems. First, solving the association problem to minimize the total
interference while taking into consideration each SC data rate target. Second, solving the
association problem to minimize the total interference of the system while satisfying a
total sum rate target
We denote the requested data rate of the SC sj from the NFP fi by ri,j; hence, ri,j
can be calculated as:
ri,j = ηi,jbi,j, (4.3)
where bi,j is the bandwidth between fi and sj. ηi,j =log2(1 + SINRi,j), where SINR is
the signal to interference plus noise ratio and can be found using:
SINRi,j =
Pi,jPL(di,j)∑I




where Pk,j is the transmit power from fk to sj, σ
2
i denotes the noise power at the Sj and
di,j is the distance between fi and sj. The SINR relies on path loss in equation (4.2).
We denote the interference between fi and sj as Ii,j; hence, the interference between










1, if fi is connected with sj,
0, Otherwise.
Taking the previously mentioned constrains into consideration for a particular time
when SCs and NFPs have specified positions, the first objective is to determine the
optimal/sub-optimal association between the SCs and the NFPs. This is based on mini-
mizing the total interference of the system while satisfying each SC data rate target. This











ri,j.Ai,j > rSCj , ∀ j, (4.6b)
J∑
j=1
bi,j.Ai,j 6 Bi , ∀ i, (4.6c)
J∑
j=1
Ai,j 6 Nli , ∀ i, (4.6d)
I∑
i=1
Ai,j 6 1 , ∀ j, (4.6e)
Ai,j ∈ {0, 1} , ∀ i, j, (4.6f)
where rSCj is each SC’s j data rate target (SCs can have the same or different data
rate target). Bi is the maximum bandwidth allocated by the fi, Nli is the number of links
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supported by each fi, Ai,j is the optimization parameter that indicates the association
between sj and fi, and we call it minimizing interference while sustaining each SC target
data rate problem (MIETDR).
The proposed problem is an integer linear program and the optimal solution can be
solved numerically. However, this is also an NP-hard problem.
Lemma 1: The interference minimization problem while maintaining a target data
rate per each SC is NP-hard.
Proof : Examine a scenario where there exists a J number of SCs (s1, s2, ...sJ), one
NFPs f1 and B1 is equal to infinity. I1,j is the weight of the links between f1 and any sj,
where the objective of the problem to minimize the cost (total interference). Therefore,
this problem can be reduced to a minimum knapsack problem, which is also an NP-hard
problem.
In the optimization problems, the sub-optimal solution is a feasible solution for which
the objective function attains its maximum or minimum value depending on the profit
or the cost problems. The solution required to solve the problem must be in the feasible
region [84]. To check the feasibility for the previous problem, this work finds the maxi-
mum number of associated SCs with NFPs for the system while taking into account all
constraints for a specific time. The problem formulation for finding the maximum total






subject to (4.6b), (4.6c), (4.6d), (4.6e), (4.6f).
We call it maximum total SCs problem (MTSCs).
Taking all constraints into consideration for a specific time when NFPs and SCs have
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a particular location, the second objective of this work is to determine the sub-optimal
association between the SCs and the NFPs. This is based on minimizing total interference














ri,j.Ai,j > rm , (4.8b)
where rm is the total sum rate target, and we call it minimizing interference while sus-
taining the target total sum rate problem (MITTSR).
To check the feasibility for the previous problem, this work finds the maximum total
sum rate for the system while taking into account all constraints. The problem of finding







subject to (4.6c), (4.6d), (4.6e), (4.6f),
we call it finding the maximum total sum rate problem (FMTSR).
4.4 The Proposed Solutions
We proposed the the ILP solution with exponential complexity using the Gurobi optimiza-
tion tool [75]. On the other hand, we propose heuristic solutions to solve the proposed
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Algorithm 8 : Number of Associated SCs (NOAS)
1: procedure Algorithm(S, F,B,Nl, b, r, SL, rSCj )
2: Sort {f1, f2, ..., fi} set based on Bi from max to min
3: Sort edge between fi and sj based on (
ri,j
bi,j
) from max to min
4: Select the case that maximize the total sum rate
5: Case 1:
6: for each fi starting from max to min Bi do




8: if SLj > 0 & Li > 0 & Bi − bi,j ≥ 0 & ri,j ≥ rSCj then
9: Ai,j = 1
10: Bi = Bi − bi,j
11: Li = Li − 1





17: for each fi starting from min to max Bi do




19: if SLj > 0 & Li > 0 & Bi − bi,j ≥ 0 & ri,j ≥ rSCj then
20: Ai,j = 1
21: Bi = Bi − bi,j
22: Li = Li − 1




27: Select the case that maximizes the total number of associated SCs
28: Find Total Number of Associated SCs with NFPs
29: end procedure
problems with polynomial complexity. The position of NFPs will be fixed when we
run the algorithms. However, if the NFPs location changes then we need to rerun the
algorithms again.
4.4.1 The Proposed Solution for MIETDR
This work presents the number of associated SCs algorithm (number of associated SCs
algorithm (NOAS)) to find the sub-optimal maximum total number of associated SCs.
Furthermore, it uses an integer linear programming method to get the optimal maximum
total number of associated SCs for maximum total SCs (MTSCs) problem.
The Proposed Algorithm To Check Feasibility “The Total Number of Associated
SCs With NFPs (NOAS)
The proposed NOAS can be elucidated as follows.
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• NOAS starts by sorting the NFPs {f1, f2, ..., fi} based on Bi and edge between fi





from max to min (lines 2-3).
• The NOAS algorithm then starts to associate SCs with NFPs depending on the
sorted lists. It applies two sorting methods: either the sorting starts from minimum
to maximum Bi or the opposite from maximum to minimum Bi(lines 6-26).
• After that, the NOAS algorithm selects the sorting method that maximizes the
total number of associated SCs, then checks whether all constraints are satisfied and
updates A, B, Nl, and SL (lines 27).
• Finally, the NOAS algorithm finds the number of associated SCs (line 28).
The retrieved total number of associated SCs from NOAS is compared with the number
of SCs J . If the retrieved value from NOAS is equal to J , then the solution for MIETDR
is feasible and can be found. Otherwise, if the retrieved value from NOAS is less than J ,
we find the maximum total number of associated SCs by ILP using Gurobi optimization
tool [75]. If the retrieved value from ILP is less than J , then the solution is infeasible.
Minimize Total Interference based on Hungarian Algorithm and Local Search
We present an algorithm to find an initial solution for the minimum total interference
based on the Hungarian algorithm. After that we used local search to find a sub-optimal
solution for the association MIETDR. In the following, we present a Hungarian based
initial minimum total interference (HBIMTI) algorithm.
The HBIMTI can be clarified as follows:
• The HBIMTI algorithm checks if there are still available NFPs (has links and suf-
ficient bandwidth), then starts filling the Wt matrix based on the constraints with
Ii,j or ∞ (lines 6).
• HBIMTI uses the Hungarian algorithm, which first requests a squared (n × n)
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Algorithm 9 : Hungarian Based Initial Minimum Total Interference (HBIMTI)
1: Input: (F, S, I, SL,Nl,B, b, r, rSCj )
2: Let WtJ×J be a new Matrix . Wti,j is the edge weight between fi and sj and it is initialised to ∞
3: while there is available fi ∈ F do
4: for each fi ∈ F do
5: for each sj ∈ S do
6: if SLj > 0 && Li > 0 && Bi − bi,j ≥ 0 && ri,j ≥ rSCj then




11: for each fi in J − I dummy NFPs do
12: Wti,j =∞
13: end for
14: Let HJ×J be a new boolean matrix . H = Hungarian(Wt), if fi is assigned to sj then a true value is
assigned to Hij index . Hungarian Algorithm is a matching algorithm
15: for each fi ∈ F do
16: for each sj ∈ S do
17: if Hi,j = 0 then
18: Associate sj with fi
19: Li = Li − 1
20: Bi = Bi − bi, j





matrix as input. However, the number of SCs in our problem is much higher than
the number of NFPs. Therefore, a dummy NFPs is added (lines 11).
• After that, the Hungarian algorithm is used to obtain the initial association between
NFPs and SCs. Then all related factors for each associated SCs and non-dummy
NFPs are deleted respectively (lines 17-22).
• HBIMTI algorithm repeats this process until there are no free NFPs or all SCs are
assigned.
The minimizing total interference algorithm (MTI) proposes to enhance the HBIMTI
solution. The MTI algorithm considers all cases of swapping, and changes the association
as follow:
• Swap association: both SCs swapped their associated NFPs (fjsi, fisj) (line 4)
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Algorithm 10 : Minimizing Total Interference MTI
1: procedure Algorithm(S, F )
2: while Improve do
3: for each pair (fi, fj) ∈ F do . where i 6= j . si, sj are assigned with fi and fj respectively ∈ S
4: set = {(fjsi, fisj), (fjsi, fjsj),(fisi, fisj)}
5: Select from the set an element that minimize the total interference along with satisfying each SC
data rate target
6: if such element found then





• Move association: associates SC si with another NFPs fj and keeps SC sj association
with NFPs fj or vice versa, (fjsi, fjsj),(fisi, fisj) (line 4)
• The algorithm selects from the set the case that minimize the total interference.
After that, the algorithm updates the SCs and NFPs association (lines 6-7)
4.4.2 The Proposed Solution for MITTSR Problem
In this subsection we presents an algorithm to find the maximum total sum rate for
FMTSR problem. We propose the same solution as in algorithm NOAS to find the total
sum rate while eliminating the (ri,j ≥ rSCj) constraint from the if statement in line
(8) and call it maximum total sum rate (MTSR). Moreover, it presents minimize total
interference based on local search (MTIBLS) that is designed to solve the minimizing
interference while sustaining the target total sum rate (MITTSR) problem.
Minimize Total Interference based on Local Search (MTIBLS)
To achieve an efficient association with a lower time complexity for the proposed NP-
hard association MITTSR problem, this work presents MTIBLS algorithm based on local
search to solve the problem.
First, either the MTSR algorithm or the ILP is used to find the maximum total
sum rate, which provides the initial association between the SCs and the NFPs. At the
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Algorithm 11 : Minimize Total Interference based on Local Search (MTIBLS)
1: procedure Algorithm(S, F )
2: while Improve do
3: for each pair (fi, fj) ∈ F do . where i 6= j . si, sj are assigned with fi and fj respectively ∈ S
4: set = {(fjsi, fisj), (fφsi, fjsj), (fjsi, fφsj), (fjsi, fjsj),
(fφsi, fisj), (fisi, fisj), (fisi, fφsj), (fφsi, fφsj)}
5: Select from the set an element that minimize the total interference along with satisfying the
minimum sum rate target
6: if such element found then





same time, the MTSR algorithm checks whether the minimum total sum rate target is
achievable or not, and initializes the association between the SCs and the NFPs. After
that, the MTIBLS algorithm is used to minimize the total interference while satisfying a
minimum total sum rate target.
MTIBLS algorithm considers all cases for dropping, swapping, and change association
as follow:
• Drops the associated SC from the NFPs (fφsi, fjsj) and(fisi, fφsj).
• Swap association: both SCs swapped their associated NFPs (fjsi, fisj).
• Move association: associates SC si with another NFPs fj and drops SC sj association
from NFPs fj or vice versa, (fjsi, fφsj) and (fφsi, fisj).
• Move association: associates SC si with another NFPs fj and keeps SC sj association
with NFPs fj or vice versa, (fjsi, fjsj) and (fisi, fisj).
• Drop both SCs si, sj association from NFPs fi, fj respectively (fφsi, fφsj).
The algorithm calculates the total interference and the total sum rate for all cases. The
algorithm then selects the one that minimizes the total interference along with satisfying
the total sum rate target. Following this, the algorithm updates all related variables.
Subsequently, it changes the SC and NFPs association according to the selected case. In
the end, the total interference is minimized while maintaining the total sum rate target.
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Figure 4.2: Example of the interference, data rate and bandwidth between SCs and NFPs.
4.4.3 HBIMTI and MTILBS Algorithms Examples
Fig. 4.2 shows an example that helps expound the NOAS and HBIMTI algorithms more
clearly. In this example, we have three NFPs f1, f2 and f3, where each has 5 links. We
have three SCs as well, each SC demands a particular data rate from each NFPs as shown
in Fig. 4.2. The NFPs supported a specific bandwidth, each SC requires a particular
bandwidth, and the interference of the links between the SCs and NFPs are shown in Fig.
4.2. Finally, all SCs have the same data rate target equal to 2.
The NOAS algorithm starts by sorting the NFPs based on the bandwidth ascending
(f1, f3, f2) and descending (f2, f3, f1). As shown in Fig. 4.3, the NOAS algorithm
then sorts the links between the SCs and NFPs based on the ratio of the data rate over
the bandwidth between the SCs and the NFPs in descending order. The NOAS finds the
maximum total number of associated SCs in two methods. In the first method, since f1 has
the least bandwidth, the NOAS algorithm checks the link to one of the SCs with the largest
rate to bandwidth ratio. In this example it is between f1 and s3; the NOAS algorithm
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Figure 4.3: The ratio between data rate and the bandwidth
checks if the other constraints like f1 bandwidth and the number of links supported by f1
are satisfied or if the data rate provided from f1 to s3 is larger than s3 data rate target
rSC3 . Since f1 has 5 links and rSC3 is equal to 2, the NOAS algorithm associates s3 with
f1. It then checks the second largest ratio which is between f1 and s2, and verifies whether
the other constraints are satisfied. Indeed f1 has 5 links and it has enough bandwidth.
Moreover, the requested data rate by s2 from f1 is more than 2; therefore, the NOAS
algorithm associates s2 with f1. Finally the third and last maximum ratio is between
f1 and s1. Since all constraints are satisfied, the NOAS algorithm associates s1 with f1.
Hence, the total number of associated SCs is 3.
In the second method, since f2 has the maximum bandwidth, the NOAS algorithm
checks the link to one of the SCs with the largest rate to bandwidth ratio. In this example
it is between f2 and s1 ; therefore, the NOAS algorithm associates s1 with f2 after checking
all other constrains. Moreover, since f2 after associating with s1 still has 5 links and has
enough bandwidth, the NOAS algorithm checks the second and third largest ratio which
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are between f2 and s3 and between f2 and s2. Therefore, the NOAS algorithm associates
s3 and s2 with f2. In this case the total number of associated SCs is 3. The returned
total number of SCs from the ILP using Gurobi tool is also equal to 3. However, since
the total number of associated SCs returned from NOAS equals 3 (which is equal to J)
this problem is feasible and we don’t need to check the retrieved value from the Gurobi
optimizer.
Since the problem is feasible, as shown in Fig. 4.4, the HBIMTI uses the Hungarian
algorithm and local search to associate the SCs with NFPs. The Hungarian algorithm
accepts only a square matrix. The HBIMTI starts by adding a dummy NFPs if needed;
however, in this case the number of NFPs equals the number of SCs. HBIMTI creates and
fills a 3X3 W matrix with the Ii,j if all constraints are satisfied and with ∞ otherwise.
After that, HBIMTI sends the matrix to the Hungarian algorithm to get the optimal
one-to-one match between the SCs and the NFPs. Each SC that has a real association
with an NFPs drops from the W matrix. This process repeats until all the NFPs links
are used, all the NFPs bandwidth are used, or all SCs are associated.
Since we have an initial solution we can use the local search algorithm to look for
better solution if it exists. At the end, HBIMTI associates f1 with s3, f2 with s1 and
f3 with s2. Therefore, the total interference is 9. On the other hand, the returned total
interference from the ILP using Gurobi is equal to 9. Therefore, in this case HBIMTI
returns the optimal result.
We used the example in Fig. 4.2 to help clarify the MTSR and MTILBS algorithms.
The total sum rate target in this example is 18. The MTSR algorithm starts by sorting the
NFPs based on the bandwidth ascending (f1, f3, f2) and descending (f2, f3, f1). Then,
the MTSR algorithm sorts the links between the SCs and NFPs based on the ratio of the
data rate over the bandwidth between the SC and the NFPs in descending order. The
MTSR finds the total sum rate in two methods. First, since f1 has the least bandwidth,
the MTSR algorithm checks the link to the SCs with the largest rate to bandwidth ratio
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Figure 4.4: HBIMTI algorithm result
which, in this example is between f1 and s3. Therefore, the MTSR algorithm associates
s3 with f1. Since f1 has 5 links, the MTSR algorithm checks the second and third largest
ratio which are between f1 and s2 and between f1 and s1. Therefore, the MTSR algorithm
associates s2 and s1 with f1. Hence, the total sum rate equals 16.
Since f2 has the maximum bandwidth, the MTSR algorithm checks the link to the
SCs with the largest rate to bandwidth ratio which in this example is between f2 and s1.
Therefore, the MTSR algorithm associates s1 with f2. Since f2 has 5 links, the MTSR
algorithm checks the second and third largest ratio which are between f2 and s3 and
between f2 and s2. This means the MTSR algorithm associates s3 and s2 with f2. Hence,
the total sum rate equals to 23. The MTSR algorithm selects the case with the largest
total sum rate; therefore, it selects the second case.
The returned total sum rate from the ILP using Gurobi tool is equal to 35. However,
since the retrieved value from MTSR algorithm is 23, which is greater than 18, we use
the MTSR algorithm association as the initial association between SCs and NFPs.
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Figure 4.5: Initial association between SCs and NFPs.
As can be seen in Fig. 4.5, the initial association between SCs and NFPs is f2 with
s1, f2 with s3, and f2 with s2; where the total interference in this case is 16.
MTILBS algorithm drops the association between f2 and s2 and associates f3 with
s2 to minimize the total interference. Then, the MTILBS algorithm based on the local
search drops the association between f2 and s3. In the end, the total sum rate is 23 and
the total interference is 7, meaning that the total interference was reduced.
4.5 Complexity Analysis
In this section, we analyze the worst case time complexity of the proposed algorithms.
The worst case time complexity of the NOAS algorithm is O(IJ) and can be explained
as follows:
• Sorting in lines 2 and 3 requires a complexity of O(IJ).
• The for loops in lines (7- 15) requires a complexity of O(IJ).
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Figure 4.6: MTIBLS algorithm result
• The for loops in lines (18- 26) requires a complexity of O(IJ).
Therefore, the overall complexity for NOAS algorithm will be O(IJ)+O(IJ)+O(IJ) =
O(IJ).
The worst case complexity of HBIMTI algorithm is O(IJ3). We can expound it as
follows:
• The complexity of the while loop in line (3) is O(I)
• The complexity for the loops in lines (4) and (5) are O(I) and O(J), respectively.
• The complexity for the loop in line (11) is O(J − I), and the complexity for the
Hungarian algorithm in line (14) is O(J3).
• The complexity for the loops in lines (15) and (16) are O(I) and O(J), respectively.
Hence, the complexity of HBIMTI isO(I) (O(IJ) +O(J − I) +O(J3) +O(IJ)) = O(IJ3).
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Table 4.1: Computational time complexity of the proposed algorithms.




The worst case complexity of the proposed algorithm MTIBLS is O(WI2J2), and it
can be explained as follows:
• The proposed MTSR algorithm requires a complexity of O(IJ)





• The complexity for the loop in line 3 is O(IJ).
• Selecting the element which minimizes the total interference along with satisfying
the minimum sum rate target in line 5 requires a complexity of O(IJ).
Hence, the worst case complexity for MTIBLS algorithm is O(WI2J2).
Table 4.1 summarizes the worst case time complexity of the proposed algorithms. It
is clear that it has a polynomial time complexity, indicating that it can be practically
implemented.
4.6 Performance Results
In this section, we investigate the performance of the proposed algorithms that minimize
the total interference. After that, we compare the results with its counterparts obtained
from the Gurobi optimization tool [75] which achieves optimal results from the ILP for
MIETDR and MITTSR problems.
We assumed that all NFPs have the same height, hdi = 300 m ∀i. NFPs have the
different bandwidths. All NFPs have the same number of links which is J/5 or J/3. The
SC data rate target is set to be equal to one of two selections: 50 or each SC can has
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Table 4.2: Simulation Parameters
Parameter Value Parameter Value
Bi 200-500 MHz hd 300 m
J (30, 40, 50, 60) I (20)
J (60, 70, 80, 90, 100) I (50)
Pt 5 Watts Nl J / 5 , J / 3
it own threshold for MIETDR problem. On the other hand, for the MITTSR problem,
the total sum rate target is equal to one of three selections: the half of the maximum
sum rate (MSR) retrieved from ILP, the third of the MSR, or in between the retrieved
value from MTSR and MSR. The system parameters are defined in Table 4.2. Finally, all
needed parameters are passed to the algorithms to find the best association between SCs
and NFPs.
Here MinTI represents the ILP optimal minimum total interference, and HBIMTI
represents total interference returned from the proposed algorithm HBIMTI. The total
interference in the following result is in µWatt.
Fig. 4.7, shows the total interference of the proposed HBIMTI with the minimum
total interference obtained from Gurobi optimization tool with 50 NFPs. In HBIMTI all
SCs are associated with NFPs (if in total we have 60 SCs then each SC is associated with
an NFPs). SCrmj has different values ranging between 30 − 50 Mbps. The number of
each NFPs links is equal to the number of J/5. As can be seen in Fig. 4.7, the total
interference of both HBIMTI and MinTI is very close. Although each SC has it own
target data rate, the proposed algorithm succeed to minimize the total interference of the
system while satisfying each SC target data rate.
Fig. 4.8, shows the total interference of the proposed algorithm HBIMTI along with
the minimum total interference with 50 NFPs. The target data rate equals 50 Mbps. The
number of each NFPs links is equal to J/5. Fig. 4.8 shows that the total interference of
HBIMTI is approaching the total interference of MinTI . Thus, even when the number
of SCs and NFPs increase the proposed algorithm approximates . As can be seen from
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Figure 4.7: Total interference with SCrmj= (30-60) Mbps and NLi = J/5.
Fig. 4.8, increasing the number of SCs will increase the number of associated SCs and
the total interference will increase.
Since, most of the related works have different system models and different objectives,
we compare our results with the ones obtained from theHBCA [85]. HBCA is an algorithm
that uses almost the same system model with an objective of maximizing the total sum
rate subject to some constraints such as the maximum bandwidth, the number of links
supported by each NFPs, and the minimum allowed SINR. The reason for which we do
not compare the HBIMTI algorithm result with HBCA, as mentioned before, the HBIMTI
associates each SC with an NFPs. However, in HBCA, each SC does not necessarily have
an association with an NFPs. Therefore, it will not be a fair comparison. Moreover, we
compare the MTIBLS algorithm result with the optimal result derived from ILP.
Fig. 4.9, shows the total interference of the proposed algorithm MTIBLS along with
the minimum total interference obtained from ILP and initial total interference with 50
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Figure 4.8: Total interference with SCrmj=50 Mbps and Nli = J/5.
NFPs. The total sum rate target equals half of MSR. The number of each NFPs links equal
to J/3. Here MTSRTI in Fig. 4.9 represents the total interference obtained from the
initial association between SCs and NFPs, MTIBLS represents total interference returned
from the proposed algorithm, and HBCATI represent the total interference retrieved from
HBCA algorithm. Fig. 4.9 shows that the total interference of MTIBLS is less than
HBCATI total interference, and it is approximating the total interference of MinTI . On
the other hand, the total interference of MTIBLS is much less than the total interference of
MTSRTI . Thus, the proposed algorithm minimized the total interference of the system.
Fig. 4.10 displays the total interference of the proposed algorithm along with the one
obtained from ILP and the minimum total interference with 50 NFPs.The total sum rate
target equals one-third of the MSR. The number of each NFPs links is equal to J/3. Fig.
4.10 shows that the total interference of MTIBLS is much less than HBCATI total inter-
ference. Moreover, the total interference of MTIBLS is emulating the total interference
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Figure 4.9: Total interference with rm= MSR/2 and Nli = J/3.
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Figure 4.10: Total interference with rm= MSR/3 and Nli = J/3.
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Figure 4.11: Total interference with MTSR< rm <MSR and Nli = J/3.
of MinTI . On the other hand, the difference between the total interference of MTIBLS
and the total interference of MTSRTI indicates that the total system interference has
decreased.
Fig. 4.11 demonstrates the total interference of the proposed algorithm along with
the one obtained from initial association and the minimum total interference with 50
NFPs. The total sum rate target is between MTSR and MSR, and the number of each
NFPs links is equal to J/3. As can be seen from Fig. 4.11, even though the total
interference is increased (based on the increasing of total sum rate target), the total
interference of MTIBLS is still approaching the total interference of MinTI . Therefore,
MTIBLS is still better than HBCATI total interference. This means that regardless of the
increased number of SCs, the proposed algorithms provides the sup-optimal solutions of
the proposed problems.
One can observe, that the total interference in the MIETDR results is higher than the
one returned from MITTSR problem, which is normal and expected. This is because in the
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Table 4.3: Algorithms Uses
Algorithm Uses
HBIMTI Satisfy each SC fairness
MTIBLS Satisfy a good overall network performance based on operator view point
MIETDR all SCs should be associated to the NFPs. On the other hand, not all SCs should
be associated to the NFPs for MITTSR problem, where the number of associated SCs to
the NFPs depends on the total sum rate target. Overall, minimizing total interference
will enhance energy efficacy and increase reliability. Table 4.3, is explained where one of
the algorithms will be preferable over the other one.
4.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, we examined the problem of associating SCs with NFPs while taking into
consideration all related constraints (NFPs number of links, NFPs maximum bandwidth,
maintaining a target data rate, etc.). We proposed two variants: First, the variant of asso-
ciating SCs with NFPs to minimize the total interference while taking into consideration
each SC target data rate. The NOAS algorithm that checks its feasibility. Following this,
we proposed the HBIMTI algorithms (which is based on the Hungarian algorithm and
local search techniques) to obtain sub-optimal solutions with reduced complexity. This
chapter, also proposed the MinTI which represents the ILP minimum total interference
optimal result to solve this variant. As has been shown in the simulation results, the
proposed HBIMTI algorithm approaches the optimal solution derived from MinTI in term
of minimizing the total interference.
The second variant associates SCs with NFPs to minimize the total interference of the
system while sustaining a target total sum rate. We presented the MTSR algorithm to
check its feasibility, then proposed the MTIBLS algorithm to solve the problem. The ILP
of the problems was also examined to compare the proposed solutions results with the
ILP derived bounds. Moreover, we compared the obtained result from the MTIBLS with
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HBCATI which represented the total interference retrieved from the HBCA algorithm.
The proposed MTIBLS outperforms HBCATI and approaches MinTI. One can see that
the total system interference of the proposed algorithms approached the total interference









New technologies can be used in next wireless systems to satisfy the expected perfor-
mance and overcome the existing terrestrial cellular systems limitations. One of these
technologies is unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs). UAVs can be used as a flying BSs in
wireless communication network scenarios. Thus, flying aerial base stations can be used
to support the connectivity of existing terrestrial wireless networks [86, 87].
UAVs have garnered great attention from the research community over the past few
years due to their mobility, flexibility, and wide range of application fields (e.g. surveil-
lance, monitoring, delivery of medical supplies, rescue operations, and telecommunica-
tions) [88]. UAVs can even be used as aerial BSs that can deliver reliable, cost-effective,
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and on-demand wireless communications to desired areas.
When UAVs are used as aerial BSs, they ultimately extend the connectivity of the
terrestrial wireless networks [89]. Relaying in wireless communication systems is an effi-
cient technique for improving throughput, reliability and coverage [90, 91]. UAVs can be
implemented as a new relaying technique, where the relay nodes are capable of moving at
relatively high speeds to improve the connectivity and coverage of ground wireless devices.
The association problem of SCs with UAVs to minimize total interference was inves-
tigated in [92] by taking a look at the number of UAVs links, the UAV’s maximum band-
width, and target data rates constraints. In [85], distributed and centralized algorithms
were proposed to connect air drones and balloons with traditional SCs of the cellular
network, with the goal of maximizing system capacity. The performance of the works in
[92] and [85] can be improved if the transmit power of users and/or the UAVs trajectory
is further optimized. The authors in [93] proposed a UAV-supported system to maximize
the uplink average sum rate of QoS terminals by planning UAV trajectory and resource
allocation while satisfying the uplink sum rate and the UAV mobility constraints. They
also proposed a sub-optimal iterative algorithm which alternatively optimized resource
allocation and UAV trajectory until convergence.
In this chapter, we study a multi-UAV enabled wireless communication system, where
numerous UAVs serve a group of UEs on the ground. To this end, we assume that all
UAVs share the same frequency band for their communications with the UEs. By focusing
on the up-link transmission from the ground UEs to the UAVs, our goal is to maximize
the total uploaded rate among all users by jointly optimizing the UEs association with
the UAVs, the UEs transmit power, and the UAVs trajectory in a given period.
The main contributions of this chapter can consequently be enumerated as follows.
• We formulate the total rate maximization problem to optimize the association be-
tween the UAVs and UEs, the UAVs trajectories, and the UEs transmit power
allocations when subject to minimum data rate, maximum UAVs speed, maximum
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UAV flying energy, maximum UEs transmit power, and minimum distance between
the drones to avoid collision.
• We consider two scenarios, namely, offline and online. In the offline scenario, we
maximize the rate over all the time slots; while in the online scenario, we maximize
the rate on a time-slot by time-slot basis.
• In the offline scenario, we propose an iterative algorithm to optimize the UAVs-UEs
association using a modified Hungarian algorithm. Next, the UEs transmit power
is optimized using a logarithmic approximation and the Lagrange equation. Finally,
the UAVs trajectory is optimized using the UAVs trajectory in an interior-point
algorithm alternately over all the time slots.
• In the online scenario, we assume fixed transmit power of UEs and find closed-form
expressions of the optimal UAVs-UEs associations.
• We provide extensive simulation results to assess the performance of the proposed
algorithms.
5.2 Related Work
A single UAV was employed to enhance the performance of wireless networks in [90, 94,
95, 96]. Likewise, the authors in [97] proposed a single UAV-aided mobile edge comput-
ing system, where the problem of user association, UEs uploading power, and the UAV
trajectory was proposed to maximize the sum bits of offloaded tasks. They used integer
programming and successive convex optimization methods to solve the proposed problem.
Moreover, the trajectory optimization of a single UAV has been studied for data of-
floading in the edge area of multiple cells in [98]. The authors considered a single UAV
and three adjacent cells. The UAV trajectory was optimized to maximize the sum rate
of edge users while taking into account the interference between ground BSs and UAV
and satisfying all the mobile users required rate. They solved this non-convex problem
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by divided it into two convex sub-problems. Then, they propose an iterative algorithm to
obtain sub-optimal solution by optimizing the UAV trajectory and edge user scheduling
alternately.
Similarly, the authors in [99] considered a fixed-wing UAV transmission communica-
tion problem, where an aerial BS is flying based on an optimized trajectory to cover
the maximum number of ground users before draining its energy. Thus, they designed
the initial UAV trajectory to enhance the coverage and proposed an iterative iterative
algorithm to optimize the users communication scheduling, UAV flying parameters, UAV
completion time, communication time among users, and transmit power in each iteration.
Moreover, the authors in [100] studied the problem of maximizing the throughput for a
UAV-enabled wireless powered communication network by jointly optimizing the UAV
trajectory and the resource allocation in both the downlink and uplink. The throughput
maximization problem was constrained by the UAV’s maximum speed as well as the users’
energy. However, a single UAV has limited capabilities due to its size, weight, and power
constraints. This motivates the deployment of multiple UAVs that collaborate to serve
ground users and further improve the performance of communication systems.
Therefore, the multi-UAV enabled wireless networks was investigated in [101], where
the user association, the transmit power, and the UAV trajectories were jointly optimized
in order to maximize the minimum average rate among all users. They proposed an
iterative algorithm to solve the problem, and when compared to the case with static
BSs, their numerical results showed that the mobility of UAVs help to achieve better
air-to-ground channels and to enhance the system throughput.
The authors in [102] studied UAVs-enabled interference channel (UAV-IC). They con-
sidered the UAVs trajectory and power control (TPC) optimization problem to maximize
the total sum rate of the UAV-IC for a given flying period of time, while taking into
account the UAV flying speed, altitude, and collision avoidance. In particular, they
proposed a successive convex approximation based algorithm to achieve a sub-optimal
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Figure 5.1: A multi-UAVs enabled wireless network.
solution of the problem. Their proposed algorithm jointly updated the UAVs trajectory
and transmission power in each iteration.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. The system model is proposed in
section 5.3. Next, in sections 5.4 and 5.5, we propose two efficient iterative algorithms
to solve both the ”offline” and ”online” scenarios. Then, in section 5.6, we analysed
the complexity of the proposed algorithms. The numerical results to demonstrate the
performance of the proposed algorithms is presented in section 5.7. Finally, we conclude
the chapter in Section 5.8.
5.3 System Model
As shown in Fig. 5.1, we consider a wireless communication system where I (≥ 1) UAVs
are used to provide communication services for J (≥ 1) ground UEs. We assume that
the UEs are distributed randomly over a 2-D coordinate plane, where each ground UE
j, j ∈ {1, 2, ..., J}, is located at zj = (xj, yj). All the UAVs share the same frequency
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band to support communications over a duration T > 0. During this period, each UAV
i, i ∈ {1, 2, ..., I} departs from its origin location qi,0 = (xi,0, yi,0), serves its associated
ground UEs, and finally stops at its final destination qi,T = (xi,T , yi,T ).
The period T is divided into N equal time slots indexed by n ∈ {1, 2, ..., N}. The
slot length δt =
T
N
is chosen to be sufficiently small such that each UAV’s location is
approximately unchanged within each one. Thus, the UAV location in the nth time slot
is qi,n = (xi,n, yi,n). Note that qi,N = qi,T , guaranteeing that each UAV at time slot N
reaches the final destination.
We defined Q as an I × N matrix whose elements are represented as qi,n,∀i, n, to
include all the UAVs trajectory at all time slots. All UAVs are considered to fly at a fixed
altitude H above the ground, and the ith UAV velocity denoted by vi,n in the nth time





To avoid collision between UAVs, a minimum distance, dmin, should be ensured as follows
||qm,n − qi,n||2 ≥ d2min, ∀i,m ∈ I,m 6= i. (5.2)
For the sake of simplicity, we consider that the communication links from the UAVs to
the ground UEs are dominated by the LoS links where the UAV-UE distance determines
the channel quality [97]. The channel gain between UE j and the UAV i at the nth time
slot follows the free-space path loss model, which can be given as [97, 101]
hi,j,n =
ρ0
H2 + ||qi,n − zj||2
, (5.3)
where ρ0 is the channel gain at reference distance of d0 = 1 m.
We defined A as an I × J ×N matrix whose elements are represented as ai,j,n,∀i, j, n.
ai,j,n is a binary variable that indicates whether UE j is served by the UAV i in time
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slot n. At each time slot n, each UAV i serves at most one ground UE, and this can be
mathematically represented as follows
J∑
j=1
ai,j,n = 1, ∀i, n. (5.4)




ai,j,n = 1, ∀j, n. (5.5)
We defined P as a J ×N matrix and its elements are equal to Pj,n ∀j, n. Thus, pj,n
is the uplink transmit power of UE j in time slot n and is constrained as follows
0 ≤ pj,n ≤ Pmax, (5.6)
where Pmax is the maximum UE uploading power. For the jth UE, the total uploading
energy over all N time slots is limited by a maximum energy denoted as Ej as seen here
N∑
n=1
Pj,nδn ≤ Ej, ∀j. (5.7)








where σ2i is the power of MTSR at the UAV i and the
∑J
k=1,k 6=j Pk,nhi,k,n in the denomi-
nator represents the interference caused by the transmissions of allthe other UEs at time
slot n. If the UE is not associated, then its transmit power is zero in the interference
term. The uploaded rate of UE j in time slot n to the UAV i in (bits/s/Hz), denoted by
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Ri,j,n, can be expressed as
Ri,j,n = log2 (1 + SINRi,j,n) , ∀i, j, n. (5.9)
The uploaded data rate from UE j at time slot n to UAV i should satisfy a minimum-
requested rate denoted by Rmin. The data rate uploaded from each UE over all N time












The energy consumed by the UAVs is mostly used to support flight. We will consider
an energy consumption model that has been widely adopted in the literature for both
fixed and rotary wing UAV [103, 104]. This model takes into account only the kinetic
energy based on the fact that constant-height flights require no change in the gravitational
potential energy.
That said, the flying energy of UAV i at each time slot n depends only on the velocity




where ki = 0.5Miδt, and Mi is the UAV i mass including its payload. Therefore, the flight




eFi,n , ∀i. (5.13)
Considering that the UAV is equipped with a battery of finite energy E0, the energy
consumption of UAV i is restricted since EFi ≤ E0.
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5.3.1 Problem Formulation
This chapter aims to maximize the total uploaded rate from the ground UEs to the aerial
BS by jointly optimizing the user association A, the transmitted power P, and the UAV





subject to EFi(qi) ≤ E0, ∀i, (5.14b)
ai,j,nRi,j,n(Pj, qi) ≥ Rmin, ∀i, j, (5.14c)
vi,n(qi) ≤ Vmax, ∀i, n, (5.14d)
N∑
n=1
Pj,nδt ≤ Ej, ∀j, (5.14e)
J∑
j=1
ai,j,n = 1, ∀i, n, (5.14f)
I∑
i=1
ai,j,n = 1, ∀j, n, (5.14g)
0 ≤ Pj,n ≤ Pmax, ∀j, n, (5.14h)
qi,N = qi,T , ∀i, (5.14i)
qi,0 = qi,T=0, ∀i, (5.14j)
||qm,n − qi,n||2 ≥ d2min, ∀m, i ∈ I ,m 6= i , (5.14k)
ai,j,n ∈ {0, 1}, ∀i, j, n. (5.14l)
Solving problem P is quite challenging due to the integer constraints, the non-convex
objective, and data rate constraint (5.14c) with respect to the UAVs trajectory variables
and transmit power variables. It can be viewed as a mixed-integer non-convex problem,
which is generally difficult to be optimize.
Towards this end, we propose two solutions for solving problem P . The offline solu-
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tion assumes global network information availability and the less-complex online solution
assumes only the availability of local network information.
5.4 The Proposed Solution for The Offline Scenario
In the offline scenario, we jointly optimize the UAVs-UEs association, power allocation,
and UAVs trajectory over all time slots simultaneously. We apply the following iterative
approach, which transacts with user association, power optimization, and UAVs trajectory
separately
A0 −→ P0 −→ Q0︸ ︷︷ ︸
Initialization
−→ ....Ar −→ Pr −→ Qr︸ ︷︷ ︸
Iteration r
−→ ....ASubOpt −→ PSubOpt −→ QSubOpt︸ ︷︷ ︸
SubOptimal Solution
. (5.15)
Therefore, for given UAVs trajectory and UEs transmit power, we optimize the UAVs-UEs
association. Similarly, for given UAVs-UEs association and UAVs trajectory, we optimize
the UE transmit power. Then, for given UAVs-UEs association and UEs transmit power,
we optimize the UAVs trajectory.
This iterative process repeats until convergence; however it is worth mentioning that
arriving at the global optimal solution cannot be guaranteed in this case. The overall
algorithm to find the sub-optimal solution for the offline scenario is summarized at the
end of this section. In the following subsections, we discuss the proposed solutions for
UAVs-UEs association, UEs transmit power, and UAVs trajectory.
5.4.1 UAVs-UEs Association Optimization
In this subsection, given the UEs transmit power and UAVs trajectory at iteration r− 1,
i.e., Pr−1 and Qr−1, respectively, we find the UAVs-UEs association to maximize the sum
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Algorithm 12 : Modified Hungarian Algorithm (MHA)
1: Input: (UEs,UAV s,P,Q, R)
2: Let WJ×J×N be a new Matrix . Wi,j,n is the weight of the edge between ith UAV and jth
UE.
3: for each n ∈ N do
4: for each UAV i do
5: for each UE j do
6: Wi,j,n = Ri,j,n
7: end for
8: end for
9: for each J − I virtual UAVs pair do
10: for each UE do
11: Wi,j,n = 0
12: end for
13: end for
14: Let HJ×J be a new matrix . a Boolean matrix, a true value in i, j index depicts, ith
UAV is assigned to sth UE, H = Hungarian(W ) . Hungarian Algorithm is the bipartite
matching algorithm which will return a Boolean matrix
15: for each UAV i ∈ I do
16: for each UE j ∈ J do
17: if Hi,j = 0 then















subject to (5.14c), (5.14f), (5.14g), (5.14l), (5.16b)
where the constraints in (5.14b), (5.14e), (5.14h), (5.14i), (5.14j), and (5.14k) are not
functions of the association variable A and are consequently treated as constants. The
problem P1 is an integer linear program and can be solved using the branch and bound
algorithm [19], however, at the cost of high computational complexity. Therefore, we
propose a Hungarian-based algorithm to find the sub-optimal solution for problem P1 at
reduced computational complexity.
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The original Hungarian algorithm performs one-to-one matching of two lists of same
length. In our system model, each UAV associates with one UE at each time slot; however,
the number of UEs is greater than the number of UAVs. Hence, the original Hungarian
algorithm cannot be directly used. We therefore propose a modified Hungarian algorithm
that can handle the differing numbers of UAVs and UEs. The basic idea of the MHA is to
add virtual UAVs to compensate for the difference between the UAVs and UEs numbers.
The proposed MHA can be explained as follows.
• The proposed MHA adds a number of virtual UAVs equal to the difference between
the UEs and the UAVs. Then, it checks if there are any free non-virtual UAVs, and
fills the element Wi,j,n of a matrix W with Ri,j,n, otherwise Wi,j,n is filled with zero
(lines 4-13).
• The Hungarian algorithm takes W as input and outputs a matrix H, indicating if
there is an association between the ith UAV and the jth UE if Hi,j,n = 0, and hence,
the association matrix A is updated accordingly. (lines 14- 21).
5.4.2 UEs Transmit Power Optimization
In this subsection, given the optimized UAVs-UEs association at iteration r and UAVs
trajectory at iteration r−1, i.e., Ar and Qr−1, respectively, we optimize the UEs transmit











subject to (5.14c), (5.14e), (5.14h), (5.17b)
where the constraints in (5.14b), (5.14d), (5.14f), (5.14g), (5.14i), (5.14k), (5.14j), and
(5.14l) are not functions of P and are treated as constants.
It is clear that problem P2 is not concave with respect to P because the rate function
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is highly non-concave in P. To overcome this difficulty, we employ a successive convex
approximation (SCA) approach allocation [105, 106] using a logarithmic approximation
to find the sub-optimal power.
Our approach considers a relaxation of the non-convex problem (5.17) to avoid dealing
with the highly non-concave rate function in (5.9). We make use of the following lower
bound on the logarithmic rate function [107]
log(1 + w) ≥ α log(w) + β, (5.18)







β = log(1 + w̄)− w̄
1 + w̄
log(w̄). (5.20)
Applying the approximation in (5.17) to (5.9) and utilizing the change of variable p̂j,n =










p̂j , α, β) (5.21a)
N∑
n=1
ep̂jn δt ≤ Ej, ∀j, (5.21b)
0 ≤ ep̂jn ≤ Pmax, ∀j, n, (5.21c)
R̂i,j,n(e
p̂j , α, β) ≥ Rmin, ∀j, (5.21d)
where P̂ is defined as J × N matrix and its elements are equal to P̂j,n ∀j, n, and
R̂i,j,n(e
p̂j , α, β) =
∑J
j=1 (αj log2(SINRi,j) + βj) is a lower bound of Ri,j,n(P).
Since the log-sum-exp function is convex [108], it is clear that P3 is a concave maxi-
mization problem. Let λj ≥ 0 and φj ≥ 0 be the Lagrangian multipliers of sub-problem
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Algorithm 13 : Power Allocation based on logarithmic approximation for overall n
1: Initialize: tin := 0, to := 0.
2: For each UE j initialize: φj > 0, λj > 0 αj = 1 and βj = 0.
3: Repeat{To solve (5.17)}
4: Repeat{To solve (5.21)}
5: UE j computes its power Pj,n using equation (5.23)
6: UE j updates λj by (5.24)
7: UE j updates φj by (5.25)
8: Set tin = tin + 1
9: Until φ and λj converges
10: Set P∗[to] = P[tin]
11: UE j updates αj [to + 1] and βj [to + 1]
12: Set to = to + 1
13: Until P converges
in P3 associated with (5.21b) and (5.21d), respectively. The Lagrangian function of P3 is
defined as























By solving the stationary condition ∂L((P̂ , λ, φ)/∂p̂j,n) = 0 and turning the result back
as pj,n = e
p̂j,n , the following equation can be derived
pj,n =























where [.]+ = max(., 0), δλ > 0 and δφ > 0 are step sizes. We tighten the bound in P3
by updating α and β values according to (5.19) and (5.20) [110]. We summarize the
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procedure to find the UEs transmit power in Algorithm 13.
5.4.3 UAVs Trajectory Optimization
In this subsection, given the optimized UAVs-UEs association as well as the UE transmit
power at iteration r, i.e., Ar and Pr, respectively, we find the UAVs trajectory that










subject to (5.14b), (5.14c), (5.14d), (5.14i), (5.14j), (5.14l), (5.14k), (5.26b)
where the constraints in (5.14e), (5.14f), (5.14g), and (5.14h) are not functions of Q and
are treated as constants.
One can note that problem P4 is a non-convex problem due to the non-convex expres-
sion Ri,j,n with respect to qi,n and the non-convex constraints (5.14k). Following this, it
becomes undoubtedly difficult to solve. Adopting a similar approach to what was done
to handle problem P3, we use the successive convex optimization technique [105, 106, 19]
to solve the problem P4.
In this chapter, we address these non-convex objective and constrains using their first
order Taylor expansion. To this end, one can rewrite Ri,j,n in (5.9) as follows














H2 + ||qi,n − zj ||2
+ σ2
 . (5.28)
Despite the fact that R̂i,j,n is not concave with respect to qi,n, it is convex with respect to
||qi,n − zk||2.
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Algorithm 14 : Offline scenario iterative algorithm
1: Initialize: Qr−1, Pr−1, Let r = 1
2: Repeat { to solve P}
3: For given { Qr−1, Pr−1}, solve problem P1 and find the optimal solution as Ar.
4: For given { Qr−1, Ar}, solve problem P2 and find the optimal solution as Pr.
5: For given { Ar, Pr}, solve problem P4 and find the optimal solution as Qr.
6: Update r = r + 1
7: Until Convergence of Q, P, and A
As commonly known, any convex function is globally lower-bounded by its first-order
Taylor expansion at any point [111]. Hence, for a given point qri,n in iteration r, the lower






||qi,n − zj||2 − ||qri,n − zj||2
)
+ Cri,j,n , R̂
lb
i,j,n, (5.29)
where Dri,j,n is a constant equal to the first order derivative of R̂i,j,n at a given point q
r
i,n,
and Cri,j,n is a constant equal to R̂i,j,n at q
r






















H2 + ||qri,n − zj||2
+ σ2
)
, ∀i, j, n. (5.31)
Hence, R̂lbi,j,n is convex with respect to qi,n.
Note that the second term on the right hand side in (5.27) is non-convex in Q. Thus,
by introducing the slack variables F = {Fi,k,n = ||qi,n − zk||2, ∀k 6= j, n}, we can rewrite
equation (5.27) as follows








, R̂low,ri,j,n . (5.32)
The new slack variable constraint should be added to problem P4 as Fi,k,n ≤ ||qi,n −
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i,j,n ≥ Rmin, ∀i, (5.33b)
Fi,k,n ≤ ||qi,n − zk||2 ∀i 6= m, (5.33c)
||qm,n − qi,n||2 ≥ d2min ∀i 6= m, (5.33d)








Since, ||qi,n−zk||2 is a convex function with respect to qi,n, ||qi,n−zk||2 is lower bounded
by its first order Taylor expansion at point qri,n as follows
||qi,n − zk||2 ≥||qri,n − zk||2 + 2(qri,n − zk)T (qi,n − zk), ∀j 6= m,n. (5.34)
For constraint (5.33d), by applying the first-order Taylor expansion at the given point
qm,n and qi,n to ||qm,n − qi,n||2, we obtain the following inequality
||qm,n − qi,n||2 ≥− ||qrm,n − qri,n||2 + 2(qrm,n − qri,n)T (qm,n − qi,n), ∀j 6= m,n. (5.35)






i,j,n ≥ Rmin, ∀i, (5.36b)
Fi,k,n ≤ ||qri,n − zk||2 + 2(qri,n − zk)T (qi,n − zk) ∀i 6= m, (5.36c)
d2min ≤ −||qrm,n − qri,n||2 + 2(qrm,n − qri,n)T (qm,n − qi,n) ∀i 6= m, (5.36d)
(5.14b), (5.14d), (5.14i), (5.14j). (5.36e)
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Since, all constraints in problem P6 are either concave or linear, problem P6 is concave
and can be effectively solved by standard convex optimization solvers such as CVX [106,
108, 19].
5.4.4 Overall Algorithm
In this subsection, we summarize the overall iterative approach used to solve problem P
by applying the alternating optimization method shown in Algorithm 14. Specifically, the
algorithm starts by finding the UAVs-UEs association based on the given P and Q in the
previous iteration using Algorithm 12. Then, for the given Q and optimized A, the power
allocation P is found using Algorithm 13. Finally, based on the optimized A and P, the
UAV trajectory Q is optimized using any standard CVX. The process repeats until A,
P, and Q converge or there is no further improvement in the sum rate.
5.5 The Proposed Solution for The Online Scenario
In the online scenario, we jointly optimize the UAVs-UEs association An. We define
An as an I × J matrix whose elements are represented as ai,j,∀i, j. Looking at the
UEs power allocation Pn, we define Pn as J vector whose elements are represented as
pj,∀j. Next, when investigating UAV locations Qn, we define a I vector whose elements
are represented as qi,∀i, on a time slot by time slot basis. We apply the next iterative
approach to optimize the UAVs-UEs association, the UEs power allocation, and the UAV
locations at each time slot separately.
A0n −→ P0n −→ Q0n︸ ︷︷ ︸
Initialization
−→ ....Arn −→ Prn −→ Qrn︸ ︷︷ ︸
Iteration r
−→ ....ASubOptn −→ PSubOptn −→ QSubOptn︸ ︷︷ ︸
SubOptimal Solution
(5.37)
Hence, for the nth time slot UAVs locations and nth time slot UEs transmit power,
we optimize the nth time slot UAVs-UEs association. In a similar fashion, for a given
nth time slot UAVs-UEs association and the nth time slot UAVs locations, we optimize
the nth time slot UEs transmit power. Afterwards, for the nth time slot UAVs-UEs
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association and UEs transmit power, the nth time slot UAVs locations are optimized.
This iterative process is repeated until convergence. We summarize the overall algorithm
to find the sub-optimal solution for the online scenario at the end of this section. In the
coming subsections, we discuss the proposed solutions for the online scenario.
5.5.1 UEs Transmit Power Optimization
For the online scenario, we assume that the UEs have a fixed transmit power for each
time slot as follows
Pj,n = Ej/(Nδt), ∀j, n. (5.38)
Note that fixing the transmit power can be useful in some IoT applications, where the
sensor nodes may not have complex circuitry to support adaptive power.
5.5.2 UAVs-UEs Association Optimization
In this subsection, given the nth time slot UEs fixed transmit power and nth time slot
UAVs location at iteration r − 1, i.e., Pr−1n and Qr−1n , respectively, we find the nth time
slot UAVs-UEs association to maximize the sum rate. Hence, the optimization problem










subject to (5.14c), (5.14f), (5.14g), (5.14l), (5.39b)
where the constraints in (5.14b), (5.14e), (5.14h), (5.14i),(5.14j), and (5.14k) are not
function of An and are therefore treated as constants.
Problem P7 is a integer linear program and can be solved using branch and bound
algorithm with a high time complexity [19] and of course at the cost of high computational
complexity. We exploit the fact that in P7, the UEs transmit power is fixed to obtain the
UAVs-UEs association in low complexity as discussed in the following proposition.
Proposition: When the optimal solution of P7 is found, each UE is assigned to the
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UAV that offers the highest data rate.
Proof : Suppose that when the optimal solution of (5.39) is found, at time slot n,
we assume without loss of generality that the UAV 1 is assigned to UE j, j ∈ J \ j∗,
d ∈ D \ d∗, implying that d can be any element in D excluding d∗, where UE j∗ denotes








Assume that the UAV 1 at n instead assigned to UE j∗, then the SINR from UE j∗ to
UAV 1 can be given as
SINR1,j∗,n =
Pj∗,nh1,j∗,n




Note that the two terms
∑J
k=1,k 6=j,j∗ Pk,nh1,k,n and
∑J
k=1,k 6=j,j∗ Pk,nh1,k,n have the same
value. Therefore, based on the assumption that UE j∗ denotes the UE with the highest
data rate at time slot n, then either the numerator of SINR1,j∗,n is larger than the
numerator of SINR1,j,n or the denominator of SINR1,j∗,n is less than the denominator
of SINR1,j,n. Based on our assumption that all UE transmit power is fixed, the higher
SINR at the j∗th UE concludes that h1,j∗,n > h1,j,n. Therefore, the interference will be
decreased, and the total sum rate will be increased. This contradicts the initial optimal
assumption; thus, UAV 1 at time slot n must always be given to UE J∗. 
5.5.3 Online Trajectory Optimization
In this subsection, given the nth time slot-optimized UAVs-UEs association as well as nth
time UE transmit power at iteration r, i.e., Arn and P
r
n, respectively, we find the nth
time slot UAVs location to maximize the sum rate. Therefore, the optimization problem




subject to (5.14b), (5.14c), (5.14d), (5.14i), (5.14j), (5.14l), (5.14k), (5.42b)
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Algorithm 15 : Online scenario iterative algorithm
1: Initialize: Qr−1n , P
r−1
n . Let r = 1
2: Repeat { to solve P}
3: Repeat for each n in N
4: For given { Qr−1n , Arn}, use (5.38) to find Prn.
5: For given { Qr−1n , Prn}, solve problem P7 and find the optimal solution as Arn}.
6: For given {Arn, Prn}, solve problem P8 and find the optimal solution as Qrn.
7: Update r = r + 1
8: Until Convergence of Q, P, and A
where the constraints in (5.14e), (5.14f), (5.14g), and (5.14h) are not functions of Qn and
are treated as constants.
We solved the online trajectory problem in a way that was similar to the offline one.
The only difference between them is that in the former, we were looking to find the next
location in the trajectory at each n time slot Qn. However, in the latter, we wanted
to determine the trajectory of overall UAV time slots Q, where the number of decision
variables Qn is smaller than Q, lead into a lower complexity as well.
5.5.4 Overall Algorithm
In this subsection, we summarize the overall iterative approach to solve problem P by
using the alternating optimization method presented in Algorithm 15. Specifically, the
algorithm starts by finding the UEs transmit power using equation (5.38). Then, using the
given Prn and Q
r−1
n in the previous iteration, the UAVs-UEs association is found through
the implementation of the proposition in 5.5.2. Finally, based on the optimized Arn and
calculated Prn, the UAVs location Q
r
n is optimized using CVX. The process repeats until
A, P, and Q converge or until there can be no further improvement in the sum rate.
5.6 Complexity Analysis
In this section, we provide the worst-case complexity analysis of the proposed solutions
for both offline and online scenarios.
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5.6.1 Offline Scenario Algorithms Complexity Analysis
The worst possible time complexity for Algorithm 12 is O(NIJ3). This can be justified
as follows
• The for loop in line 3 requires a complexity of O(N)
• The for loops in lines 4 and 5 require complexities of O(I) and O(J), respectively
• The for loop in line 9 requires a complexity of O(J−I), and the Hungarian algorithm
in line 14 requires a complexity of O(J3).
• The for loops in lines 15 and 16 require complexities of O(I) and O(J), respectively.
As a result, the worst-case complexity of Algorithm 12 is
O(N) (O(IJ) +O(J − I) +O(J3) +O(IJ)) = O(NIJ3).
For Algorithm 13, time complexity can be analyzed as follows:
• The loop in line 3 requires a complexity of O(Iot), where Iot is the maximum number
of iterations needed to solve (5.17).
• The loop in line 4 requires a complexity of O(Iin), where Iin is the maximum number
of iterations needed to to solve (5.21).
• Lines 5-7 requires a complexity of O(NIJ3).
Hence, the time complexity of Algorithm 13 is O(Iot)O(Iin)O(NIJ
3) = O(IotIinNIJ
3).
The overall time complexity for Algorithm 14 can be explained as follows:
• The loop in line 2 requires a complexity of O(Ir), where Ir is the maximum number
of iterations needed to to solve P .
• As previously discussed, Algorithm 12 for UAVs-UEs association in line 3 requires
a complexity of O(NIJ3).
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• Algorithm 13 for finding power in line 4 requires a complexity of O(IotIinNIJ3).
• The interior-point algorithm to find the UAVs trajectory requires a complexity of
O(I3N3) [112].




The overall complexity is of order 3 for the UEs.
5.6.2 Online Scenario Algorithms Complexity Analysis
The time complexity for Algorithm 15 can be evaluated as follows:
• The loop in line 2 requires a complexity of O(In), where In is the maximum number
of iterations needed to to solve P .
• The loop in line 3 requires a complexity of O(N).
• Finding the UAVs-UEs association in line 5 based on the proposition requires a
complexity of O(I2J).
• The interior-point algorithm to find the UAVs trajectory requires a complexity of
O(I3)).
Therefore, the overall time complexity for Algorithm is
O(In)O(N)(O(I
2J) +O(I3)).
It is obvious that the computational complexity in the online scenario is considerably
reduced when compared with the offline scenario.
5.7 Numerical Results
In this section, we demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithms by providing
extensive numerical examples. We consider a system with 2 or 3 UAVs and 10, 20 and 30
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ground UEs that are randomly distributed within a 2D area of 500 × 500 m2. The UEs
can represent cluster heads (CHs), where each collects data from a number of nodes.
We make the following assumptions. All UAVs remain at a fixed height H = 100 m.
The receiver noise power at ith UAV is assumed to be σ2 = −110 dBm as in [101]. The
maximum UEs transmit power Pmax = 0.1 W, the channel gain at the reference distance of
d0 = 1 m is set as ρ0 = −60 dB. The maximum speed of UAVs is assumed to be Vmax = 50
m/s [101]. The threshold in Algorithm 14 is set as 10−4. The minimum distance between
UAVs dmin = 50, 75, the period time T = 50 s.
Fig. 5.2 show the optimized trajectories for 2 UAVs for the offline and online scenarios
(Fig. 5.2(a)) with the associated UEs transmit power (Fig. 5.2(b)) in the offline scenario.
In Fig. 5.2(a) the green circles illustrate the locations of the UEs. The trajectory of the
two UAVs in both scenarios tend to stay away from each other to satisfy the minimum
required distance and avoid UAV collision. Moreover, the trajectory of the two UAVs in
both scenarios tend to be as close as possible as to the associated ground UEs to maximize
the uploaded sum rate. One can see that the UAV trajectory for the online scenario is
close to that of its offline counterpart and with comparable sum rates ( 12.94 bits/sec/Hz
for the online scenario vs. 15.06 bits/sec/Hz for the offline scenario).
Fig. 5.3 shows the optimized trajectories for 2 UAVs for the offline and online scenarios
(Fig. 5.3(a)) with the associated UEs transmit power (Fig. 5.3(b)). As can be seen from
Fig. 5.3(a), the trajectory of the two UAVs in both scenarios satisfy the minimum required
distance to avoid UAVs collision. Furthermore, the trajectory of the two UAVs in both
scenarios tend to be closer to the corresponding ground UEs to maximize the uploaded
sum rate. It is evident that the online UAVs trajectory approaches the offline one with
comparable sum rates ( 13.66 bits/sec/Hz for the online scenario vs. 15.43 bits/sec/Hz
for the offline scenario). The trajectory of the UAVs is seen to be identical; however, this
happens at different time slots and the minimum distance constraint is not violated. For
instance, in Fig. 5.3(a), in the offline scenario, UAV 1 and UAV 2 start to have the same
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(b) UEs transmit power for the offline scenario.
Figure 5.2: The trajectory of 2 drones flying over 10 UEs for the offline and online scenarios
with the associated UEs transmit power.
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(b) UEs transmit power for the offline scenario.
Figure 5.3: The trajectory of 2 UAVs flying over 10 UEs for the offline and online scenarios with
the associated UEs transmit power.
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trajectory at the 6th time slot of UAV 1 and 5th time slot of UAV 2.












































































Figure 5.4: The trajectory of 3 UAVs flying over 30 UEs for offline scenario.
Fig. 5.4 shows the optimized trajectories for 3 drones for offline scenario. The trajec-
tory of the three UAVs tends to the ground UEs to reduce the needed transmit power as
well as to maximize the total sum rate. Meanwhile, at each time slot, the UAVs trajectory
keeps maintaining the minimum distance needed to prevent drone collision.
Fig. 5.5 shows the optimized trajectories for 3 drones in an online scenario. On one
hand, the trajectories of the 3 UAVs seeks to be closer to the ground UEs to reduce
the transmit power and maximize the total sum rate. Thus, we can notice that UAVs
trajectory for the offline scenario in Fig. 5.4 is very close to the UAVs trajectory for the
online scenario in Fig. 5.5.
One can see from the trajectory figures that on average the worst distance between
the UAVs trajectory in the offline scenario and online scenario does not exceed 30 m. Fig.
5.6 presents a comparison between the offline scenario, and online scenario for 2 UAVs in
terms of the average total sum rate in three different cases. First, with 10 UEs, second,
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Figure 5.5: The trajectory of 3 UAVs flying over 30 UEs for online scenario.
20 UEs, and third 30 UEs. In all cases, the online scenario total sum rate approaches
the offline ones. Thus, the online scenario can achieve comparable sum rates at reduced
computational complexity.
5.8 Conclusion
In this chapter, the utilization of UAVs in wireless communication systems was examined
using multiple UAVs to serve a group of ground UEs. Our goal was to maximize the total
uploaded rate of ground users. This chapter proposed two scenarios (offline and online)
for optimizing the UAVs-UEs association jointly with the UEs transmit power and UAVs
trajectory. In the offline scenario, we decompose the problem into three sub-problems and
found the optimized UAVs-UEs association, UEs transmit power, and UAVs trajectory
for all the time slots. In the online scenario, and to further reduce the complexity, we
assume fixed transmit power of UEs and derived the optimal UAV-UEs association on
a time-slot by time-slot basis. The performance of the proposed algorithm of the online
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Figure 5.6: The total sum rate in offline and online scenarios with different number of UEs and
UAVs.




Conclusions and Future Work
6.1 Conclusions
5G+ systems has promised to provide better real-time services, efficient spectrum uti-
lization, energy efficiency, and enhanced coverage. This thesis studied the employment of
NFPs in wireless communication systems, where multiple NFPs were used as aerial BSs to
serve a group of SCs or UEs. The utilization of NFPs in 5G+ faces undesirable challenges
such as the association problem of NFPs and SCs or UEs to maximize the system total
sum rate, minimize the system interference or optimize the UAVs trajectory.
This thesis started by studying the association problem between NFPs and SCs to
maximize the system sum rate while taking into consideration some limitations such as
each NFP bandwidth, the number of supported links, and minimum required SINR. The
formulated optimization problem was an integer linear program and the optimal asso-
ciation between the NFPs and SCs is found using numerical solvers at the expense of
high computational complexity. However, we proposed two algorithms (centralized and
distributed) to reach a sub-optimal association at reduced complexity. The simulation re-
sults showed that the performance of the proposed algorithms approaches the counterpart
of its optimal solution and outperforms the state-of-the-art techniques from the literature.
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After that, this thesis studied the association problem of SCs with NFPs while tak-
ing into consideration the following constraints: the number of NFP links, the NFP’s
maximum bandwidth, whether a target data rate is maintained, in order to achieve a
minimized total interference. Two variants were discussed in this work. Both variants
were NP-hard problems that can be solved numerically using integer linear programming
to obtain the optimal solution.
The first variant minimized total interference while satisfying each SC data rate tar-
get and the second variant was to minimize the total interference while maintaining the
system total sum rate target. We proposed the bipartite matching and local search based
algorithms to obtain sub-optimal solutions with reduced complexity. Integer linear pro-
gramming based solution was examined to compare the performance of the proposed solu-
tions. Simulation results showed lower interference levels which approaching the derived
bound with minimum total interference.
Finally, this thesis examined the utilization of multiple UAVs to serve a group of UEs
on the ground. With the aim of maximizing the total uploaded rate of overall ground
users in the up-link transmission, we jointly optimized the NFPs-SCs association, the
transmit power of the UEs, and the UAV’s trajectory. The formulated problem was a
mixed-integer non-convex optimization problem, which was challenging to solve.
We considered two scenarios, namely offline and online. With respect to the former,
the optimization problem was solved for all time slots, while in the latter, the optimization
problem was solved on a time-slot by time-slot basis. We used alternative optimization
to find a reduced complexity solution to the offline scenario. For the online scenario, to
further reduce the complexity, we assumed fixed UE transmit power and found a closed-
form expression of the optimal UAVs-UEs associations. Simulations results showed that,
on average, the total uploaded rate of the online scenario approached that of its offline
counterpart.
This thesis showed that utilizing NFPs can help to enhance the existing terrestrial
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cellular systems in urban areas and provide network coverage in hard-to-reach rural areas.
6.2 Future Work
There are several challenges that still need to be investigated on employing UAVs as flying
wireless platforms. Resource management is a major challenge for UAVs networks, due to
many factors such as 1) the interaction between the UAVs flight time, energy, path plan,
and spectral efficiency, 2) The UAVs strict energy and flight limitations, 3) The UAVs
high mobility, and 4) LoS interference produced from ATG and air-to-air links.
Therefore, optimizing and managing resource allocation in UAV-assisted wireless net-
works is an important issue. Flying UAVs have a limited energy that used for transmis-
sion, mobility, control, data processing, and payloads purposes[113]. Hence, the UAVs
have a short flight duration that is insufficient for providing long-term, continuous wireless
coverage.
Moreover, there is a lot of factors that affect the UAVs energy consumption such as the
UAVs mission, navigation path, and the weather conditions. Thus, this energy limitation
leads to reduce the flight and hover time durations. Therefore, the UAVs energy and
flight constraints should be taken into consideration while designing UAV communication
systems. Furthermore, the limited energy is a key constraint for the UAVs deployment
and mobility in various applications.
An important future issue is the coverage enhancement of beyond 5G wireless cellu-
lar networks by utilizing NFPs. The coverage of existing wireless cellular networks was
brought to its limits, which leads to the emergence of a new wireless technologies such
as NFPs to enhance the wireless cellular networks coverage. The high-altitude NFPs can
achieve 3D coverage in the future communication networks, and it can help to improve
the area spectrum efficiency measured in bits/s/Hz/m3 and the area energy efficiency
measured in bits/s/Hz/W/m3.
Another issue to be addressed that related to the previous one is to study the three
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dimensional (3D) deployment of NFPs. The deployment of the NFPs is a key factor in
enhancing wireless cellular networks coverage. Thus, the optimal 3D deployment of NFPs
is a challenging issue, as it depends on the locations of ground users, the deployment
environment, and NFP’s maximum and minimum altitude limitation.
Indeed, the deployment of NFPs is more challenging than that of ground base stations,
due to the fact that employing multiple NFPs leads to rising the inter-cell interference
on the system performance. In contradict to the terrestrial base stations NFPs need to
be deployed in 3D space while taking into consideration the effect of altitude, the NFPs
flight time and energy constraints as they impact the network performance.
One more issue is optimizing the 3D UAVs trajectory. In this thesis, we optimized the
UAVs trajectory with fixed height. However, working on optimizing the 3D trajectory
will enhance the overall wireless networks. Commonly, optimizing the 3D flight path
of UAVs is a challenging issue as it requires taking into account many parameters and
physical constraints. Such as flight time, energy constraints, UEs demands, and collision
avoidance.
Therefore, while finding the 3D UAVs trajectory, various key factors needs to be consid-
ered such as channel variation due to the mobility, UAV’s dynamics, energy consumption
of UAVs, and flight constraints. Moreover, optimizing a continuous UAVs trajectory is
an challenging problem as it includes finding infinite numbers of optimization variables
(UAV’s locations) [114]. In addition, 3D UAVs trajectory optimization requires compati-
bility between the UAVs mobility and the QoS metrics in wireless communication.
We can explore the use of Machine learning (ML) to enhance UAVs-based wireless
communication systems. Thus, ML can help UAVs to dynamically adjust their trajectories
to provide better service to the ground users. Moreover, by utilizing neural networks
techniques and analyze the data, UAVs can be deployed based on the ground users’
behavior prediction (such as users’ mobility and their traffic distribution). In addition,
the use of ML can help to support large numbers of UAVs and SCs with a reasonable
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computational complexity (due to the fact that the computational complexity of the ML
at training is normally very high, however, the computational complexity of the machine
learning at inference can be low).
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